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Enrollment nears all-time high
More than 7,000 students register for fall classes
‘We were budgeted for 6,300 FTEs for this year, and we

Studentenrollment
has reached the third
highest level in HSU history with 7,301
students attending classes this fall.
This is an increase of 577 students or
8.58 percent from fall 1988.
The final enrollment statistics are the
result of a census completed last
Wednesday by the office of admissions
and records. A census assessing the
student population occurs after the fourth
week of every semester.
Only in the fall semester of 1980, when
7,419 students enrolled, and the fall
semester of 1981, when 7,460 students
enrolled, was HSU enrollment greater
than it is now.
Although the numbers in the census
coincide with projections made by HSU

have 6,741 so we're actually over budget — we have

officials, the campus lacks funds for this

many students.
Registrar Dennis Geyer said HSU’s
budget is based on the numberof full time
equivalency (FTE) students identified by
the census. FTE students consist of those
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more students than we were budgeted for.’

Dennis Geyer
HSU registrar
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Canoes
Artist-in-residence
carrying 15 or more units.
“We were budgeted for 6,300 FTEs for

most growth.

this year, and we

euntil next year.

have 6,741

so we’re

actually over budget — we have more
students than we were budgeted for,” Geyer
said.
Geyer said the only way HSU can get
additional money this year is if the entire
California State University system
experiences an enrollment jumpof 2 percent
or more. If this happens, the state would
give extra dollars to the system, and the
Chancellor’s Office would divide it up
among the campuses that experienced the

stays afloat in Hoopa

Otherwise, HSU will have to wait

Sports

“Next year, obviously, the budget
will be adjusted somewhat upward,”
he said. “And my best guess right now
is probably 400 to 500 more budgeted
FTE students.
“So if we were budgeted for 6,300
this year, I’m looking someplace
between 6,700 and 6,800
year),” he said.
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Geyer said with an increased budget,
Please see Census page
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‘Jacks pummel
St. Mary’s 30-3;
Dorsett named

player of week
by Dennis D. Perez
Staff writer

The Lumberjacks may finally be out of
the forest.
After Saturday’s upset of St. Mary’s,
Head Coach Mike Dolby is having trouble
suppressing his confidence.
“I feel real good,” Dolby said, “I think a
win alone would have been very satisfactory
and for us to dominate the way we did
against a good football team was a
tremendous shot in the arm for our attitude
and confidence going into our game this
weekend.”
Senior quarterback Rodney Dorsett was
named NCAC offensive player of the week
in the Jacks 30-3 rout of the St. Mary’s
Gaels in the Redwood Bowl. The Gaels
were undefeated last year and were favored
in Saturday’s game.
Besides Dorsett’s 118 yards on the
ground, the ‘Jacks defense shut out St.
Please see Upset back page

Louis

Lopez

Lumberjack runningback Lamonte Love Is stacked up after a short gain by St. Marys’ Kirk Pulver (51) and Jason

Becker (60). The ‘Jacks overwhelmed the Gaels 30-3 Saturday night in the Redwood Bowl.
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Don't settle for a few quick
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bites. Grab a hefty footlong

ULTRA HOT COMBO
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sub at Subway. Get 12” of
fresh baked bread stuffed
with meats and free fixin’s.
Now that’s a real meal.
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3 mm tailored hood
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4 mm cold water boots
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Lumberjack

Days

Surprise guest to top

Security major concern
for university police

musical bill Saturday
by Jon Quittner
Staff writer

Traditional logging events, plenty of suds
and a chance to support campus clubs once
again highlight the 31st annual HSU
Lumberjack Days.
On hand will be the usual assortment of
dunks, drunks, music and, of course, the
logging events.
The logging events include the caber
toss, the single buck, dry land birling and
Jack & Jill bucking.
For the less hardy, the perennial pizzaeating contest, tobacco spitting contest and
the root beer chug will again be main
attractions this weekend.
While some events such as the tug-ofwar and the sack race require
a bit of agility,
other team events are designed for the more
adventurous at heart.
Take the deep-sea-diving contest for
example. While brute force is not needed to
win this event, a keen, pig-like instinct is.
The “deep sea” is amud pit. One member
at a time must go, blindfolded, into the pit
and retrieve ten aluminum cans.
The winning team is the one that takes the
least time to come up with 70 cans.
Another off-the-wall game is the Dizzy
Izzy.

The Dizzy Izzy requires each participant
to run around a baseball bat six times with
his or her forehead touching the tip of the
bat.
After showering off the mud from the
day’sevents, participants will be entertained
by the traditional eclectic line-up of musical
entertainment.
On Friday, the HSU A.M. Big Jazz Band

opens Lumberjack Days at noon, the P.M.
Big Jazz Band follows at 1 p.m. and the
Folk-Offs
at-3 p.m.
The Beat Mongers begin the evening jam
session
at 4:30 followed by the Underground
at 6, the Joint Chiefs at 7 and Cadillac Cult
at 9:30.
Saturday, Heartbeat
playsat3:30p.m.,
Tone
Talk at 5 p.m., Calypso C om = ro ¥
at 7 p.m. and a
mysterious “special
guest” at 9:30 p.m.
A.S.
Business
Manager Connie Carlson § §
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director of public
safety, said. “But in a
practical sense, I realize
the need fora good time
and the release of
p
stress.”
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Friday atnoon
:
Saturday at 10-7
===
a.m and closes 1
midnight on both nights. Sunday it opens
at 10 a.m. and closes for good at 3 p.m.
Admission is $1 for HSU and College of
the Redwoods students with student I.D.
All others will be charged $2.00.
Everyone who pays will be given a
colored wristband which will be good for
admission all weekend.
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atypical weekend.
In addition, Delta Sigma Phi and the
HSU Veterans Affairs office have been
contracted to provide security. David Shaw,
adviser of the fraternity and the veterans
group, said the two groups are paid $300
each.
He said there are a total of about 25

not.

Drivers licenses are required for age
verification.
The Marching Lumberjacks and the Crew
club will operate beer booths this year and
the Geography Club will sell wine. In the
past, the beer booths have been popular

attractions.
For those who drink beyond a reasonable
limit, the Y.E.S. house will be sponsoring
free safe rides.
Carlson said, ““We try to make it so there
are plenty of places for people to hang out,
recover, get their act back together.
“All we need is one major screw up, and
we are going to lose ever selling alcohol at
Lumberjack Days, and we probably will go
to a dry campus,” she said.
Vicki Allen, safe rides coordinator, said
there are more than 35 volunteers staffing
two vans during the evenings.
Vanderklis said this effort helps relieve
the work load of the UPD.
UPD Sgt. Dennis Sousa said the campus
police don’t like dealing with drunken
drivers because it takes a UPD car out of
service for about an hour.
“Wecould be doing other duties,
’he said.

Lumberjack

More than good times for clubs
Lumberjack Days adds up to more than just a
communal hangover.
“Lumberjack Days’ primary function is a fund-raiser
for the clubs and programs of the Associated Students.
After that it’s a good time for everyone,” said Connie
Carlson, A.S. general manager.
Last year the 28 clubs with booths in Loggingtown, as
the Events Area becomes known, collectively grossed
$30,214.77 before expenses.
The annual event will be held this weekend at the
Events Area at 17th and B Streets. This year marks the
31st year of the event
Before the good times, even before the actual fund
raising begins, the business of Lumberjack Days must

weekend

and there
will
be more
officers
working
more
overtime than on

(Business of Lumberjack Days

by Christopher Kelly
Staff writer
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Vanderklis,

Daily Planet
closes
Lumberjack (,
p.m.

suspicious activity to the officers.
Vanderklis said in past years there have
been between 150 and 175 “alcohol-related
contacts” in the three-day event.
He said the majority of those incidents
involved minors in possession of alcohol,
most of whom were from the community.
Colored wrist bands will be issued at the
entrance of Loggingtown to identify those
of legal drinking age from those who are

While Lumberjack Days offers students
and the community a chance to unwind, this
is the University Police Department’s
=~. busiest weekend. Andalcohol
has
everything to do with the extra
work load.
“Ideally, I could do

Tyson were tight-lipped on
the identity of the“special
guest.”
Sunday the Francis
Vanek-Teddy Taylor °
Jazz Ensemble plays
11

volunteers from both groups.Shaw said the
role of the veterans organization is to act as
“UPD’s eyes and ears” by reporting any

by Paul Elias
Editor in chief

and Club Coordinator Joan SN

at

return

get under way. Preparations for the event start with a
committee, a proposal, and a few dollars.
The Lumberjack Days Committee starts the ball rolling
early in the spring semester for the fall event by writing a
proposal
and submitting it to the A.S. board of finance. The
proposal is then passed on to the Student Legislative
Council,
and then goes to HSU President Alistair McCrone
for final approval.
The committee,
made up of student volunteers, is broken
into smaller groups charged with a variety of jobs from Tshirt sales to security.
Once the proposal is approved, it’s in the hands of the
committee to find financing, donations and clubs interested
in participating. The committee also handles the
development of the logistics of running the event.

This year the committee received a $2000 subsidy from
the A.S., up from the $1600it has received in recent years.
The office of student affairs, feeling the general financial

Days

o.

gross income, fall ‘88

Activity booths

$3,541

Alcohol
$19,219

Food booths

$7,453

Please see Lumberjack back page
John Cannan
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Master

Plan

Major additions in store for campus;
multi- tiered parning structures plan ned

president, said the university is trying to
meet a mandate from the California State
University Chancellor’s Office that states
there must be one parking space for every
Four multi-level parking structures and
two students.
several new buildings may be built on | The new parking structures would be
campus if the HSU Master Plan is approved
located on the corer of 14th and Union
by the trustees.
Streets; south of Griffith Hall between B
The plan, which was revised by the HSU
Street and Rossow Street; at the current
Standing Committee on Space and Facilities location of the Campus Apartments south
over the summer, outlines the proposed
of Laurel Drive; and on the west side of the
additions to the HSU campus.
parking lot adjacent to Granite Avenue.
The committee, which includes
a student
Giacolini said the parking structures
representative, held two informal meetings
would have elevators and elevated
last week to present the changes being - walkways.
considered and to receive comments.
The structures would be paid for from
Still in draft form, the plan must be
the parking revenue fund.
approved by the California State University
The fund comes from parking fees paid
board of trustees before any construction
by students on all 19 of the CSU campuses
can begin.
and is administered by the Chancellor’s
The plan will be submitted to the trustees
Office.
in November.
“The Master Plan proposes a little too
The most controversial element of the much parking which is basically
proposed construction is the addition of encouraging people to use their cars,” Scott
four multi-level parking structures.
Garvey, Student Legislative Council
Richard A. Giacolini, acting chair of the representative-at -large, said.
Space and Facilities Committee, said the
Garvey said students should use
campus currently has 2,143 parking spaces.
alternative forms of transportation such as
The Master Plan includes four multibicycles and public transportation.
level parking structures which would _ Bill Lydgate, co-director of the Campus
increase the total number of parking spaces
Center for Appropriate Technology
to 3,200.
(CCAT), said, “Instead of having parking

[oR

by Jack Durham
Staff writer

:

Randy

Villa, Associated

Students . facilities for cars we could have covered

% _ GREAT COPIES
~~ GREAT LOCATION
ss
GREAT PRICES
samme

kinko-s

the copy center

Great hours, too. Kinko's is
open early, open late and open
weekends.
1618 G St. Arcata 822-8712
416 K St. Eureka

‘parking for bicycles and maybe showers
jand lockers where you could leave your
helmet and rainjacket.”
The plan also includes surface parking
adjacent
to the north endof the Buck House.
The Buck House is the location of the

I CCAT.

“The culinary and medicinal herb garden
here I think would be impacted by the
fumes from the traffic and from cars parked
and warming up before they take off,”
Lydgate said.
Several students, including Garvey, are
circulating
a petition to replace
the proposed
surface parking near the Buck House with
a greenhouse.
The greenhouse would be used to grow
organic produce for use in on-campus

445-3334

Terry Beckmann

Tom Hagberg, a senior environmental engineering major, picks bugs out of
the garden adjacent to the Campus Center For Appropriate Technology.
Members of the center have expressed concern over proposed changes in
the HSU Master Plan.

Please see Plan page 7

Craftspersons & Artists

OPENING
OCTOBER 15th

FREE DELIVERY
OR TO GO

You Make It!! We Sell It!!
No consignment - No markup
Space available - Nominal fee

822-4841

AUDITION YOUR ITEMS
Valley West Shopping Center, Arcata

Call 826-7646

11TH &K
ARCATA

. SOFT DRINKS
EVERYTHING MADE FROM SCRATCH
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Prof gets state waste board slot
Sen. David Roberti
appoints Gearheart
to nine-month term
by Tom Prete
Staff writer

Robert Gearheart, the HSU engineering
professor who was instrumental in
developing the renowned Arcata Marsh
and Wildlife Sanctuary wastewater
treatment facility, was appointed to the
California Solid Waste Management Board
four weeks ago.
At the first board meeting Gearheart
attended two weeks ago in Los Angeles, he
learned the current nine-person board of
which he is a member will be replaced by a
six-member board by July 1990.
The 51-year-old Gearheart said the board
“guides the burial, transport and storage of
solid waste from domestic, industrial and
commercial activities. It’s both advisory
and regulatory in function.”
The board also helps set state policy on
recycling laws.
Californians Against Waste, a non-profit
group which promotes recycling and solidwaste-reducing measures, gave Gearheart’s
nameto Sen. David Roberti, D-Los Angeles,
who made the appointment to the board.
“(Sen.) Barry Keene (D-Eureka) was the
one who actually called me up and told me
I got it,” Gearheart said.
Gearheart said he was optimistic about
the intentions and effectiveness of the waste
management board.
He said the members were determined
that the board not be viewed as a “lame
duck” in its last nine months of existence.
are really looking
“Most (board members)
which I was
large,
at
out for the public
pleasantly surprised to see,” he said.
The potential of the new six-member
board figured prominently in Gearheart’s
thoughts.
“There’s a new Integrated Solid Waste
Management Act (AB 939) that forms a

new board and a whole new mission,”
Gearheart said. “It will be a much more
comprehensive board in terms of its
function.”
The present waste management program

looks at disposal, transport and recycling.
The new program will cover those issues
and attemptto decrease the initial production
of solid waste.
“It’s the first integrated solid waste
management program by any state in the
union,” Gearheart said.
“Right off the bat, (the new act) says that
within five years, each community’s waste

has to be reduced by 25 percent. Within 10
years it will be 50 percent. That’s what’s
going to be facing all communities, starting
July 1,” he said.
Gearheart noted that in the last 15 years,
the amount of solid waste produced per
capita has doubled.
Most of that waste comes in the form of
various packaging materials and paper,
including magazines and newspapers.
“The way you really get into source
reduction is how do you change people’s
behavior on information, on packaging,
aesthetics, convenience.
”All those things are tied up in the way
people live now.
“Those are the factors that are really
affecting solid waste treatment,” he said.
Gearheart reflected the fears of some of
the board members when he said the sixmember board could be subject to more
effective political pressure from Los
Angeles and other urban counties for
exemption from state regulations.
“Every time there’s innovative legislation
passed in California, environmentally, it’s
usually done because of a problem that’s
occurring in the urban areas, but the urban
areas end up getting out of it politically.
“It’s happened to water quality, it’s
happened to air quality and now it’s going
to happen to solid waste. What I would
guess will happen is that within the first
year, Los Angeles will be there arguing that
they can’t meet the 25 percent recycling
requirement. And everyone else is out there
trying to (meet it),” he said.
Board was
The Solid Waste Management

- ‘Tiffany’s

‘The way you really get into
source reduction is how do
you change people's behav-

ior on information, on packaging, aesthetics, convenience.’
Robert Gearheart
engineering professor

first formed in 1973 toregulate and improve
open dumps and bury solid waste according
to state regulations.
It meets once a month, usually for two
days in Sacramento.
Gearheart is a native of Missouri and

Hurting...
after an abortion?
MEDICAL @ LEGAL © EMOTIONAL
HELP

1-800-634-2224
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| MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
“FREE HOT DOGS”
Big-screen TV.. Munchies..

HAPPY

¢ Whole Foods

(P

¢ Soft Frozen Yogurt
« Video Games
8 th Street Just off the Plaza
Behind Plaza Design 822-9907

HOUR

4 P.M. TIL THE END OF
THE GAME

+ Miso Soup
¢ Cones by Double Rainbow

came to HSU in 1975 after teaching at the
University of Arkansas and Utah State. He
received a bachelor of science degree from
North Texas State University anda master’s
degree and doctorate from the University of
Oklahoma.
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SPORTS LOUNGE
Join our team every Monday night for
ing big-screen football action

hot dogs & Funl!!

4975 Valley West Blvd.e Arcata * CA
95521
(707) 822-4861
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CPI
MACH
XT
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The CPI Mach I Turbo XT
combines power, performance
and value in an excellent personal computer ideal for home
and office use.

Star NX-1000 printer $185
with system purchase
Microsoft works (IBM) $79

$6499
SALE

COMPUTERS PLUS
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
1731 “G* Street - in Northtown

Arcata e 822-833
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Search underway for affirmative action officer;
position helps HSU with discrimination problems
comfortable with.

by Dan Lamoreaux
Staff writer

Kathleen Preston, HSU’s affirmative
action officer, said she uses “‘a lot of moral
persuasion” to ensure hiring practices give
women and minorities fair consideration.
Preston is a 19-year HSU psychology
professor who has been at this post since
July.

Preston said there is little overt prejudice
at HSU.
“Sure there are some people who are
racist or sexist, but by-and-large most people

are not; they just want to be comfortable,”
she said.
“Who are we most comfortable with?
People like ourselves....1,asa white woman,
would probably be inclined to pick a white
woman.”
Therefore, Preston said, she sees her job
as one of education, teaching people to
remove these unconscious prejudices.
“A lot of what I have to do is try to help
people to objectify the process,” she said.

Now she is part of the committee seeking
her permanent replacement. She said she
looks more for the skills of a diplomat than
of a political commissar.
“It’s very important to have a person here
to have the confidence to command the
respect of people...so that he or she can
enforce the necessary policies,” Preston

sure that screening of applicants are based
on the qualifications of applicants and not

said.

on undefinables.”

Preston said that person has to enforce
those policies “firmly; but kindly, fairly.”
Preston hopes to have the new affirmative
action officer in place at the beginning of
are going to get someone — or else,” she
said.
Preston said the new affirmative action

One such undefinable is how much
experience is really required for any job.
“The reason I might want 10 (years of
experience) is because I have 10. I want
someone as experienced as I,” she said.
But such practices often keep minorities
and women, who tend to be younger and
just starting out, from getting jobs.
Preston said when departments are

officer will have a low-key job.

questioned, they often realize that two years

spring semester.
“T’m on sabbatical next semester, so they

“This office does not have any real legal
power,” she said “‘but it does forward cases
to those who do. .
The Affirmative Action Office has been
at HSU since the early ’70s.
The affirmative action officer has two
main areas of concern. One, of great
importance to Preston, is sexual and racial
harassment on campus. The other is
monitoring the hiring procedures in all
campus departments, ensuring that women
and minorities get consideration in the hiring
process.
Preston attributes present imbalances in
the system_to a natural unconscious desire
among employers to hire people they are

‘In the study of other organiZations, if you don't do the
affirmative

“T can’t tell someone else about their
field. I’m more like a facilitator, helping
them to raise to their consciousness level
what it is that they really want.
“A good affirmative action officer never
tells anyone anything,” Preston said. “They
rarely have to.”

Preston said the people who hire at HSU
look forward to her input.
“T’ve never had any problems. In fact,
people are grateful when I’ve helped them;
when!’ ve asked those questions to improve
their job descriptions,” she said.
‘Affirmative action regulations require
that job-search committees interview the

proce-

dure, you will find that ethnic minorities are not hired.’
Kathleen

Preston sees that the departments “make

of experience might do just as well.

action

Preston

HSU affirmative action officer

highest-ranking minority, no matter where

off at each of these stages.” If she doesn’t

that person

sign off, “I have the power to cancel the
search,” she said.
In other words, the hiring committee

is on the list. Sometimes

a

committee is required to also interview the
highest-ranking woman.
Preston said it is rarely acase of having to

would have to start again from scratch.
‘Preston said she herself has never had to

dip very far into a list.
“In the study of other organizations, if
you don’t do the affirmative action

cancel a search, but “two or three” searches

procedure, you will find that ethnic
minorities are not hired,” she said.
Preston said that even without having to
impose achoice
the hiring is more equitable.
“We say you have to look at them, not
necessarily hire them,” she said.
Preston said candidates who otherwise
would have been overlooked increase their
rankings once a hiring committee has a
chance to get to know them.
Preston oversees the entire hiring process.
While she can’t force a choice, she does
have some clout.
“I’m part of the process as far as signing

“T would tell you the departments if I
thought they had done anythingon purpose,”
Preston said.
Preston said affirmative action is part of
the process for fixing the system.
“The concept of affirmative action goes
beyond equity,” she said. ““That’s what some
people call ‘color blind’ or ‘gender blind.’
“Affirmative Action does go a step
beyond that to say we must have some
corrective measures before we can go to
being color blind or gender blind,” she said.
“There are no pure people here,” Preston
said. “We're all in this one together.”

were halted last year.

A defense against cancer can be
cooked
up in your kitchen. There is evidence
“Es

that

diet and cancer are related
ollow these modifica-

tions in your daily diet to
chances of getting
T:
» Eat more high-fiber
oods such as fruits and
getables and whole-

2. Include datk green and
deep yellow fruits and vegetables rich in vitamins A
and.C.

3. Include cabbage, broccoli, brussels sprouts, kohlrabi and cauliflower.
4. Be moderate in con-

sumption of salt-cured,

RS

smoked, and nitrite-cured
foods.

5. Cut down on total fat

Now two locations
on the Plaza @ Arcata

_and fats and oils,
a

. 6. Avoid obesity.
_ 7. Be moderate in consumption of alcoholic

Sata

maeh

intake from animal sources

beverages.
No one faces
cancer alone.
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Census—
eContinued from front page
the campus will get additional dollars for
“support services” and more faculty.
Despite the high enrollment and the
shortage of funds, the census shows an
increase in the number of undergraduates
1000
*Numbers above graph blocks
carrying 12 or more units this semester.
represent percentages.
800
“Just over 5.5 percent more students (than
fall 1988) were able to get 12 or more units
which is encouraging considering the
number
of new students
we have on campus. .
“We're able to get students into classes at
a much better rate this year than we were
last year — it’s surprising,” Geyer said.
The census shows the average load for
students is 13.5 units compared to 13.9 last
fall. In addition, there are 38 more firsttime freshman this semester making the
total 908. The number of continuing HSU
students rose by 550 for a total of 4,822.
Source: HSU admissions and records
From the data gathered by the census, the
office of admissions and records listed the
12 majors on campus with the highest
The census shows 947 undeclared majors
know that we have a business department.
numbers of students.
at
HSU this semester compared to 834 last
““We’ve done that for all the departments
Just as in 1988, business administration
fall.
has the highest number of majors with 551
because the biggest difficulty we had with
Although HSU has a higher enrollment,
Humboldtinitially
— when we were having
students. Second is biology, 515 majors;
Stevenson
said, ““Youcannot suddenly stop
problems withenrollment—
was that people
third is psychology, 386; and liberal studies
recruiting
regardless
of how popular your
had a concept that we were that forestry
is fourth with 355 majors.
program is because then there comes that
Margi Stevenson, acting director for school, and they didn’t know we had other
time when all of a sudden people don’t
majors besides that,” Stevenson said.
admissions and school relations, said,
know
you anymore, and Humboldt suffered
“These kinds of increases and decreases
She said her department, in charge of
very
much
from that in the early ’80s.
student recruitmentand admissions, doesn’t
don’t surprise us.”
“We'll try to control our enrollment on
She said the popularity of these majors at target students for particular majors but
the
admissions end,” she said.
rather for more general categories such as
HSU reflect system-wide trends and HSU’s
Number of students

HSU students and their majors

overall increase in enrollment, in part,
because prospective students become aware

of these programs.
“This wasn’t always the case here.
“I think we’ve made
an effort to let people

minority and undeclared students.
“The only area that we have specifically
targeted is undeclared students because we
saw several years ago that there was a huge
market for undeclared students,” she said.

In fact, this is where enrollmentcontrol is
taking place.
Geyer said, “The fact that we’re only up

13.0

Mm 1988
1989

John Cannan

applications for undergraduate students on
May 1. Prior to last year it was open.”
He said the university is looking again
this year at cutting off fall °90 applications
at an early date.

In response to the overall census Geyer
said, “The initial reaction is we can’tafford,
either Humboldt State or the community, to
grow inan unbridled way, we’ve gotto look

at reality here.
‘My personal philosophy is thatit’s much
more prudent to understand what your
student population is... so that you can have
services and facilities and faculty and staff

577 head count or only up 509 FTE, part of

available versus always trying to react to
potential overcrowding, over-demand and

that is attributed to the fact that we cut off

have a little less satisfied individual.”

Plan
¢ Continued from page 4

restaurants

owned

by

Lumberjack

Enterprises.

Garvey said the greenhouse would
encourage organic agriculture and provide
students with nutritional , pesticide-free

produce.
The new Master Plan also calls for more
on-campus student housing.
Giacolini said the university has housing
for over 1,100 students.
Inan effort to provide on-campus housing
for 2000 students, the University will
purchase 40 acres east of campus.
The land, to be paid for through the state
budget, would be used to build housing east
of Fern Lake, located southeast of the Field
House.
The cost of construction would be paid
for with bonds financed with the revenue
generated from existing dormitories.
HSU would also purchase land between

Granite Avenue and 24th Street on the
north end of campusas well as south of 16th
Street near Union Street and between
Bayview Street and Spring Street to build
more housing.

The First Baptist Church of Arcata on

y
4

Union Street would becomean extension of
the University Center to provide food
services and recreational rooms.
The Master Plan also proposes the
construction of several academic buildings.
An academic building will be located
south of the library.
Anew building for behavioral and social

sciences would be located south of the

Natural Resources Building. Even farther
south would be a new arts complex.

(THO! FL

With the construction of the arts complex,

the old music building would be razed and
turned into greenspace.

Giacolini

said

greenspace

could

be

useable fields, open lawn or planted space.

The

university

would

also

ICE!

create

greenspace between Gist Hall and the new

Student and Business Services Building by
eliminating some of the existing parking
spaces.
Additional greenspace would be created
by removing a portion of the parking lot on
the corner of Harpst Street and Rossow
Street.
Giacolini said the CSU system plans to
build an auditorium on one campus each
year.
The 1,200-seat auditorium at HSU would
be located along LK Wood at the present
location of Redwood Manor.
House91 occupied by Youth Educational

(with minimum purchase)

- ARCATA

Unique Handcrafted Earrings
Imported from BALI!

pesto

Services (Y.E.S.),
and the Little Apartments

would be replaced by a student services
building.
Villa said he wants a guarantee that the
AS. will have office space for programs
such as Y.E.S.
Giacolini said after the trustees approve
the Master Plan, then the university can
begin submitting requests for capital.
“The capital outlay requests deal
specifically with the size, shape and who
goes in the building,” Giacolini said. “The
earliest you would probably see any
construction would be the mid ’90s.
“People need to understand this is not
cast in concrete. There could be a lot of
things changed,” he said.

1551 GIUNTOLI

822-WINE

FISHING

Hamm's
15 Gallons

$35.00

BAIT & GEAR

First Last & Only Stop On
Way To Sun & Fun!
MORE
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SAFEWAY.
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special orders in 4-5 days
Largest selection of imported
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20%
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35%
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29.50
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60%
25%
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11.80
8.25 to 28.50

20%
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e Lace curtains

drive sober

19.50

20%

11.63 to 15.38

7.80 to 16.97

e Wool blend sweater knits
e Wool knits & double knits
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25%
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Mayor Victor Green
vacates position for
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shot at 5th district
by Richard A. Warchol
Community editor

Arcata Mayor Victor Green has once
again been bitten by the political bug.
This morning Green officially announced
he will step down as the city’s mayor and
move to McKinleyville
in order to campaign
for the fifth district seat of the County
Board of Supervisors. The resignation takes
effect Nov. 2
“My wife Kristine and I have decided to
do this as a family. Our family has decided
this was the right time to do it and move
on,” Green said.
“T’ve had this planned for six months.”
The fifth district covers a broad range of
northern Humboldt County. It reaches as
far as Orick, Willow Creek, Orleans and
Hoopa, and as close as Trinidad,
McKinleyville, the Arcata bottoms, Manila,
Fairhaven, Samoa and Blue Lake.
The fifth district seat is currently held by

Anna Sparks of McKinleyville whose term
of office ends in June. Sparks was
unavailable for comment on whether or not
she will seek re-election.
Green has been involved in Arcata
government since he was first elected to the
City Council in 1980. He was elected to a
third council term in 1988, at which time he

was appointed mayor by fellow city council
1

i

councilors.

Although

his

term

as

city

councilman isn’t scheduled to expire until
1992, his mayor’s term expires in April.
Green was appointed to this two year term

by the Council in 1988.
“It’s been a great honor and a pleasure to
have served the city of Arcata as mayor and
on the council for the last nine and a half
years. The experience I’ve received in
making things happen in Arcata hopefully
will help me be a better supervisor,” he
said.
City Manager Alice Harris said there are
two points to the issue of replacing Green.
First is the fact that the city will have a

vacant council seat. The other issue is the
question of who will be mayor.
Harris said the Council can either appoint
someone to finish out Green’s council term
of two and a half years, appoint someone to
the seat until April’s election whena special
ballotcan

be added,or holda special election

now.
A special election would be a very
expensive choice, Harris said.

Jeff Redmond, city councilmember and
mayor pro tem (vice mayor) will
automatically move into the mayor’s seat
until this April’s election. Redmond’s term

expires in April.
‘We’ve all known this has been coming,”
Redmond said. “(Victor has) always wanted

to move on to bigger and better things, and
he sees an opportunity
difference in his life.”

to make

a big

Upon leaving city government, Green

Louis Lopez

Mayor Victor Green and his wife Kristine are ready to move into the new
house they’ve built in McKinleyville. Green said he, his wife and their three
children have been planning this move for the past six months.
a person needs to be challenged. I think I work for more positive things,” Green said.

has eight months to campaign for the county

need a new challenge and I think I have

“Tt (the fifth district) is probably one of the

seat.

something to offer the fifth districtas well,”
he said. “As small as the North Coast is,
including our county, we can’t afford to be
bickering over little things — we’ve got to

most diverse districts in Humboldt County.
And I think one thing I’ ve done as mayor is
bring people together and that’s what I’d

Green said running for the county seat
will be a real challenge.
“I think after ten years in local government

like to do out in the fifth district.”

20 miles per
biscuit?
Kent Wheeler takes advantage of a
pollution-free, energy-efficient,
one-dogpower engine, otherwise
known as Uch-Kee, while on his

way to the Arcata-Camoapa sister
city project block party on | Street
Sunday.

Andrew om

/
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ill sittin’

Retired surfing dentist recounts days

‘Doc’ Ball st

of old

on top of the world
Pr

by John Hatcher

*

Staff writer

Pe

cll yd

”

At age 83, ‘Doc’ Ball doesn’t surf as
often as he used to.

“Skateboarding is my bag now,” he said.

John Heath Ball first experienced surfing

at Hermosa Beach while he was attending

the University of Southern California Dental

College in the early 1930s. He rode his first
waves in a small canoe he constructed out

of canvas and bicycle rims.

“There were only about 25 boards on the
whole coast. You had to make your own,”
he said. Ball’s first surfboard was 14 feet

long and weighed approximately 80 pounds.
“Doc” Ball, a nickname given him upon
his graduation from dentistry school, is an
original member of the Palos Verdes Surf
Club, which had its 53rd reunion last
September.
“One of the main things in the Palos
Verdes Surf Club was to promote surfing in
Southern California. Can you believe that?
I kinda wish we would have shut up,” Ball
said in an interview in his Eureka home last

Greg Nesbitt

Tuesday.

Ball is probably most renown for his
experimentation with photography both in
and out of the water.
Tom Blake, a contemporary of Ball’s,
was his inspiration.’
“Tom Blake had taken these pictures that
they published in The LA Times ‘Surfriders Catch a Wave.’ Every time I'd
look at that I’d say, ‘Man that’s gonna be

Surf is up for ‘Doc’ Ball who does some skateboarding down the sidewalk
“All you had to do was unlatch it, open it
me someday.
up, make the shot and clip it shut. Man, it
“T decided I had to have something that
was the world’s best,” Ball said.
would go in the water. So I got an old-time
In 1944, National Geographic magazine
Series D Eastman Graphlex, and I took it
published a collection of photographs Ball
home and made some water tight
had taken entitled “Surfboarders Capture
attachments... stripped off everything that
California.”
wasn’t necessary.
He practiced dentistry and lived in
Hermosa Beach until 1953, when he moved
to Garberville, a town 50 miles south of
Eureka.

NEW AGE BAR & GRILL /
Gourmet Vegetarian Restaurant

Featuring nutritious, tasty food for the health-conscious
citizens of the North Coast.

e Great Buffet Breakfasts at $3.00 - $5.00

“The smog (in Los Angeles) was killing
my kids. I said, ‘Lord, there must be some
place where a guy can havea breath of fresh
air.’ We looked all over Southern California
— this was right after the war,” he said.
Ball said three times a week he would
make the trip west from Garberville to
Shelter Cove to go surfing.
“Half the high school kids (in Shelter
Cove), they got excited,” he said. “So they
invited me to come down and tell the high
school kids about surfing up here. A bunch
of ’em got interested, and they were out at
the cove (surfing).
“The coach, he got madder than a hornet

e Expressos

at me because they wanted to gosurf instead
of practice football,” Ball said,
In 1971 Ball retired from dentistry and
so he could becloser to his
Eurekad
motove

e Cappucinos

e Fresh Fruit Juices & Smoothies
e Six Different Veggie Burgers

SELF-SERVICE
TYPEWRITERS

e Four Homemade Soups Daily/ Also Salad Bar

e Introducing Herbal Cocktals
All of our food is made with the finest, ORGANICALLY
ingredients available, whenever possible.

GROWN

in front of his Eureka home.
family. Ball’s son is a practicing dentist in
Eureka. Ball’s father was also a dentist.
Medical
Surfers
the
Recently,
medical
of
organization
an
Association,
annual
its
held
professionals whoare surfers,
meeting at Tavarua, Fiji. The association
asked Ball to send a tape on the secret to his
longevity.
“A guy’s gotta get programmed right —

outdoors with nature, ” Ball said. “Mom

would always be hollerin’ about the
beautiful wildflowers or the meadowlarks
that were just singin’. So that’s how I got
interested in all that stuff.”
He also said surfing has had a positive
impact on his life.
“It has meant a healthy body. It is a
refreshing life. You’d get stoked on it so
you wouldalways have some zeal. It wasn’t
like working out ina gym or lifting weights
or all this jazz — you were having fun.
“When you have that and get built up at
the same time, then you have something,”
he said.
Ball said that there have been some
changes in surfing since he first began.
“It was a more conservative situation,”
he said. “The reflexes that are on the kids
today are so highly strung and trained that
they can getaway with the stuff. The whole
picture has changed, and they got all this
fancy equipment now.
“But it takes generations to get all your
reflexes sharp enough to where you can
handle all this stuff.”
One fancy piece of equipment used by
most surfers today is a wet Suit. For 36 years
Ball has surfed the coast of Northern
California,which has an average water
temperature of 52 degrees, without one.
“Oh heck, we never paid any attention to

‘it (the cold),” he said. “I am 83 now, and I

the copy center
1618 G Street Arcata

|
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can get out in it anyway. I can stand it for
about two or three rides and that’s it.
“I tried a wet suit but the battle to get in
and out of the thing ... it just ruins the
pleasure.”
Today, Ball still checks out the surf every
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Ex-Raider Celotto swaps physical ails
for malted ales at North

Coast

pub |

by Eric Renger
Staff writer

Many have made football and beer into a
lifestyle, but Mario Celotto, owner of the
Humboldt Brewery, has made them into a
living.
Before opening the brew pub in 1987,
Celotto played in the National Football
League. After playing linebacker for the
University of Southern California between

1974 and 1977,he was draftedby the Buffalo
Bills in 1977.
While playing for Buffalo, Celotto had
the first of the six knee operations of his
career.
He joined the Oakland Raiders in 1979.
He-said the highlight of his football career
was playing for the Raiders in the 1981
Super Bowl. In 1982 he played his last
season on special teams for the Los Angeles
Rams.

wort.

Demarinis transfers the sweet wort to
another tank where the hops are added. The
liquid is boiled for two or three hours to
pasteurize it and to adjust the flavor, then is
rapidly cooled to 70 degrees in a heat
exchanger, Demarinis said.
From the heat exchanger the liquid is sent
to the primary fermenters. These are large
tanks where yeast is added to the liquid and
the brew is fermented at 68 to 70 degrees for
five to seven days, he said.
When the primary fermentation is
complete the brew is pumped into the
conditioning room, which is refrigerated to
42 degrees and contains white tanks of ale.
The ale stays in the conditioning room
for about six weeks during which it clarifies

ioo0

Mailman

H

Street

Arcata, CA 99621
707-822:1307

you get at the store I don’t even consider to

le

be beer,” Demarinis said.
Celotto shares that attitude.
“Who cares if an advertisement says its
beer is cold filtered. It’s filtered, and that
means no protein, no vitamins and no
flavor,” Celotto said.
Patrons of the Humboldt Brewery agree
that the brew pub provides a superior
» product.
Brewery regular Bob Hannah said, “The
Oatmeal Stout compares favorably to any
of the stouts I have tasted in England,
Germany, Australia or New Zealand.”
The Oatmeal Stout won a gold medal at
the 1988 Great American Beer Festival in
Colorado. Celotto prefers the Red Nectar

pod
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books

out
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print

hooks

mail

order

books

opening

Super
discounted

Ale.

The brewery also serves Storm Cellar
Porter and Gold Rush Ale and sometimes
has special and seasonal ales.
From the bar, windows open into the
brewery so patrons can see the ino we
equipment and process.
In addition to the homemade ales, the
Brewery
has a wine list and a menu offering
Buffalo chicken wings, Cajun and Italian
naturally by settling and develops natural fare and grill items.
On Wednesday nights the Brewery has
carbonation, Demarinis said.
all-you-can-eat
Buffalo chicken wings and
product goes directly from
Thecompleted
and . -on Friday, Saturday and Sunday,- special
ng
bar taps
to theni
room io
- the condit
’ Please see Brewery page 15
into the cups of patrons.

DEFECTIVE

Tin Can

and ingredients which the government
allows brewers to add to beer.
To a beer purist, it is a horror show of
chemicals such as foam enhancers,
colorings, emulsifiers, anti-oxidents and
preservatives.
“The yellow stuff that comes in cans and

Soto
Y

©

19q0390

He receives malted barley in 50- to 80pound sacks, Demarinis said.
Malted barley is barley which is has been
germinated and then had the germination
immediately stopped.
Unlike many American commercial
beers, which can contain corn and rice, the
brews of the Humboldt Brewery contain
only malted barley, Demarinis said.
“If I wanted rice I would go to Japan,”
said Brewery patron Bob Hannah, a
Humboldt native.
Demarinis steeps the malted barley in hot
water for two or three hours until all the
fermentable substances are extracted. The
beer-colored liquid obtained is called sweet

said.
Demarinis has a ten-page list of additives

ETT

“OUTLET

UIP

Demarinis.

Humboldt Brewery owner Mario Celotto poses in front of the building just before it Eperes in 1987. Celotto is hoping
he will be able to expand the brew pub Into the space now occupied by next-door neighbor Tsunami’s In April.
Nothing else is added or taken away, he

eee

Celotto is retired from football. He tried
coaching at HSU for a day but found it
frustrating.
After retiring, he moved to Humboldt
County with a nest egg to invest.
“T like tocook and I was always interested
in the restaurant business,” he said.
He contacted others in the brew pub
business in Mendocino County and, in
Canada and decided there was potential for
a brewery in Arcata.
“I also thought I could save myself about
$20,000 in beer money by owning my own
pub,” he said.
The brewing is performed by John
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Violin repairman keeps county in tune
“T think we’re lucky to have him on the

north coast,” he said.

by Anne Rocha
Staff writer

When a stringed instrument needs fixing
in Humboldt County, there’s one name that
comes to mind: William Pinches.
Pinches started repairing stringed
instruments in 1955 when his wife,
Marianne, started the stringed instrument
program in the Eureka elementary schools.
She travelled to each school teaching the
students.
Eventually the school system bought
instruments for students to use, but had no
one to maintain the instruments.
That’s when William Pinches stepped in.
He started part-time cleaning the
instruments and putting on new strings, just
for the experience.
Gradually he started to love working

‘I really love it. |could spend seven days a week, 365 days
in the shop and love every minute of it.’
William Pinches
restorer of siringed instruments

Pass City Schools.
He said summers are especially busy
because the instruments must be ready for
the beginning of school.
But the many hours
never bring him down.
“T really love it. I could spend seven days
a week, 365 days in the shop and love every
minute of it,” he said.
Mary Jerland,
a part-time music instructor
at CR, said, “It’s marvelous to have him

with the instruments and decided to quit his

here. We don’t have to send things out of
the area.”
Jerland said she hopes he will be at CR

full-time job with the Southern Pacific

for many years.

Railroad.
In the mid-’60s, Pinches travelled to San

Pinches has made 18 to 20 violins himself,
but spends most of his time with repair and
restoration.
“I dearly love restoration and repair. As

Jose, Calif., to study at a private violin
shop.
Pinches studied violin making and repair
with Henry Lanini and bow making with
John Bolander on and off for about three
years.
He would stay in San Jose until his money
ran out and then return home.
In 1968, he opened his own shop, Sequoia
Violin Shop. He keeps busy repairing
instruments for Eureka City Schools,

conscientious craftsman I know. He really
takes his work seriously.”
Fulkerson said everyone who plays a
stringed instrument eventually comes into
contact with him.

Pinches is just as enthusiastic about his
clients as they are about him.
“My biggest pleasure is the association
with the local people,” he said.
“They’ve been excellent to me — just
fantastic the way they’ve supported me.”
Although Pinches enjoys spending time
at his property in Redway and fishing, he is
always anxious to get back: to his shop.
When asked about retiring, he said, “I'll
never retire. I don’t know how to spell
retire.” .

a matter of fact, I prefer it to new-making.

“It to me is a greater challenge. The
repairman and restorer, especially the
restorer, is bound by tradition and integrity
to restore an instrument to as close to what

the instrument originally was as he possibly
can,” Pinches said.
Charles

Fulkerson,

a

retired

music

professor who taught at HSU for 36 years,
described

College of the Redwoods, HSU and Grants

Pinches

as

“the

most

Don’t Drive This Lumberjack Days
Weekend — Let Us!
|
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Service Hours:
8 p.m. till Midnight
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William Pinches proudly displays one of the instruments he has repaired.
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This Lumberjack Days Weekend,
Take The Safe Ride Home.
Straight From LJD
To Your Doorstep.
For Further Information Contact Vicki Allen @
On Campus Ext. 4221
Off Campus 826-4221
If Anyone Is Interested In Volunteering Please Come
To NHE Room 106 on October 4, 6-7 p.m.
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A match made in Central America

13

:

by Mary Burdine
Staff writer

For Angel Fargas, Arcata is a paradise that never ceases
to amaze him.
“Almost always I am excited here,” the Nicaraguan
native said.
Fargas, 33, was first invited here on a cultural exchange
with Arcata’s sister city, Camoapa, Nicaragua, in July
1988. He is the first Camoapan to live in Arcata.
His story is one of luck and personal sacrifice.
“He sold everything — his two houses and all his tools
— just to buy his plane fare to come back here,” said
Barbara Browning, Arcata sister city project volunteer and
Fargas’ wife.
The Arcata Sister City Project, started in 1985, works to
provide assistance in education, medicine and housing in
its sister city. One of its primary goals is to promote cultural
exchange between the two cities.
Browning, 30, first met Fargas ona trip to Camoapa with
a group of dentists in February 1988.
“We were working in really crude circumstances. He
had a shop where he’d made all his own tools, literally out
of garbage, and he helped us maintain the (dental) clinic,”
she said.
Browning, a 1987 HSU psychology graduate, worked as
a dental assistant for the group. To thank Fargas for his help on the project, one dentist
invited him to visit Arcata, Browning said.

Later that summer she started Fargas’s paperwork for a
one-month visa.
But two days after she began the process the U.S.
Embassy in Managua, the Nicaraguan capital, closed.
Despite this obstacle, Fargas was able to get into the
embassy with two Arcatans he befriended who were

Andrew Siva

Nicaraguan Angel Vargas provided some of the music during Sunday’s Arcata-Camoapa sister city
project block party. Vargas, who now lives in Arcata, met his wife, Barbara Browning, while she was
in Nicaragua volunteering as a dental assistant last vear.
went home to his family. His multi-purpose visa only
studying Spanish in Managua.
He gota four-year visa after the embassy closeditsdoors
allowed him to stay acouple of months outside his country
to other Nicaraguans seeking visas, Browning said.
each trip abroad.
He returned to a desperate homeland.
“To imagine where he comes from and how he managed
to get here — it’s mind-boggling,” Browning said.
Fargas, a father of four, said two out of every three
After a one-month visit to Arcata in July 1988, Fargas
Please see Fargas page 15
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Drought of live acts due to small crowds
but until we can think of a trick to draw
over-21 ... it’s not worth it to promote one
of these shows and have 15 or 20 people
show up.”
Roberts listed several reasons for the
decrease in college students at the club,
including the cessation of Old Town Bar
and Grill Productions and the formatchange
at KFMI.
Roberts said the station was a good source
of promotion for shows, and now promotion
depends mostly on “papers and posters,”
which aren’t as successful at drawing big

by David Jervis
Staff writer

While many HSU students may wonder
why there’s a lack of live music in Arcata
this fall, Courtney Roberts of Tsunami’s
wonders why students aren’t helping to
make it possible.
“T’d like to do live stuff more often. But
on what we’ve had recently, we’re far from=
breaking even,” Roberts said. .
His Arcata nightclub is the largest club
venue for live music in the area.
This

fall,

dancing

on

weekends

crowds.

“I don’t know, I’m boggled,” he said
about the drop in business for live shows.
“I’ve heard a lot of different stories.
People are pissed off about the Old Town
Bar and Grill thing...with (HSU students)

at

Tsunami’s has been to recorded music, as
live music was not feasible due to low
turnout.

In the past

years,

the nightclub

has

there’s stigma over the younger

presented such artists as Jerry Garcia and
David Lindley.

According to Roberts, Lindley and Elvyn
Bishop
are among those who have expressed
an interestin playing there soon, but Roberts
doesn’ tsee this happening unless attendance
at his club increases — especially by HSU
students.

Except for a recent blues show with Joe
Louis Walker, Tsunami’s has had all-ages
dancing on Fridays and Saturdays, with 21and-over dancing “after hours” until 4 a.m.
As for blues and other live music, Roberts
said, “It’s not my intent never to do it again,

DOMINO'S PIZZA
enn
eee
The Dominator

HB

crowd

dancing,” he said.
The club’s allowing of all-ages dancing
has set it apart from other bars and clubs in
the area. The former bowling alley has been
a number of different nightclubs over the
years, but giving high-school-age kids in
the area a place to dance and party was one
of the things that made Roberts’ business
different.
This gave local youths something todo at
night and made the city happy. Even some
trouble with rowdiness and alleged gangrelated trouble last spring has not changed

Any 12” One Item Pizza
For Only

Brian Pado

Jerry Garcia
Arcata nightclub Tsunami’s, which has featured the likes of
attendance.
and David Lindley, isn’t holding live shows thanks to lagging
that, although it may not have helped
business, Roberts said.
Arcata Mayor Victor Green said
Tsunami’s was “‘a safe place to go.”
“He’s really filled a need in the
community,” said Green of Roberts, “and
I’m hoping (he’Il) keep supporting that. His
establishment gets an ‘A’ rating.”
Green called the allegations of gangviolence the result of “bad press” and said
the problems “no longer exist there.”
Lt. Mel Brown of the Arcata Police also
reported few problems with patrons at
Tsumanis, especially since the club now
has a policy basically forbidding “ins and
outs”.
“‘Asthe evening progressed, people would
come and go... going out to have a cold one
or smoke a joint, and back inside tensions

would mount a bit. But things have been
pretty slow this fall,” Brown said.
Roberts said dancing on weekends has
generally gone fine this fall, and support
from those under 21 remains strong, even if
the decrease in older customers has meant
not booking any live acts in the near future.
He said ideally he would like to open a new
and concurrent club, probably in Eureka.
“It’s being looked into, although I’m not
sure when or whereabouts it would be, said

Roberts.
“Hopefully, it could attract equally from
over and under 21 and we could have more
live music.”
As it is, he said he hopes to work live

musical entertainment into Tsunami’s by
early next year if support increases from
HSU students.

$5.05
Expires 10/11/89
DOMINO'S

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other
offer. Prices
may vary. Customer
pays sales tax where
applicable. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late
deliveries.
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Brewery

Fargas

eContinued from page 11

eContinued from page 13

ravioli are offered. On Tuesday and Thursday nights, pints are half-price.
On Mondays and Fridays the brew pub nrovides live entenninibent.
ae blues band Blue Stew plays every Monday and there is a different band every

families have no fathers, poverty is rampant and many work at whatever they can just to
survive.
The Nicaraguan government had run out of money and couldn’t pay its employees.
Fargas, a former government entomologist (insect specialist), said he could not continue
to work for free and support his family. To survive he spent his time working as a
woodworker and playing traditional Nicaraguan folk music on his guitar.
“Inflation was going up every moment — everybody was changing their professional
lives,” he said.
Last May Fargas met up with two sister city project volunteers who were delivering a
school bus to Camoapa. He flew back with them.
F
But he was detained at San Francisco International Airport’s immigration office.
Fargas was eventually given a four-month tourist visa. Even though he already had a
four-year visa, he had to reapply each trip. His four-year visa has since expired.
But in the meantime, Browning and Fargas fell in love and married this past August.
Fargas is awaiting permanent residency in the United States.
Browning said they are planning to bring Fargas’ two daughters here to live with them.
“It’s a really unique relationship, but it’s a really good, strong bond,” she said.
Before she went down with the dentist’s group Browning said she didn’t know anything
about the fighting in Nicaragua.
“I was the most politically ignorant person,” she said.
Since then she has learned the only effective way to help the Nicaraguan people is
through cultural exchange and not by providing clothes or food.
“Personally we really can’t make a difference in the overall picture — we just don’t have
the resources. But if we show human interest it affects their culture and it’s definitely an
exchange,” Browning said.
The Arcata Sister City Project will try and recruit volunteer baseball players to play a
Camoapan team next summer, Browning said. Baseball is Nicaragua’s national sport.
“They’re all crazy about baseball — they’re obsessed with it. It’s the one thing that
really makes them happy,” she said.

The Brewery is not well-suited to hosting bands. Space is limited and the musicians have
to crowd along one wall in the bar.
Celotto said he plans to expand the brew pub.
The plan he has is to take over the lease on Tsunami’s next door when the lease expires
this April and to convert the building into a huge beer garden.
His plans include skylights, a patio and decorative building facades to give the
appearance of a real English public house.
: If the plan goes through and the expansion is complete, the Brewery will be able to book
big-name musical acts and will have the brewing capacity to double production to 1,200
cases per month.
Courtney Roberts, owner of Tsunami’s, said he was not at liberty to discuss the subject.

Doc
eContinued from page10

day. He is a staff member of The Surf Report, a monthly publication of Surfer Magazine
which lists wave conditions all over the world.
“It keeps a guy alive,” he said.
Ball’s home phone number is listed in the publication as the surf and weather
information for Northern California.
It is nothing new for Ball to keep a keen eye on surf conditions. When he practiced
dentistry in Los Angeles he kept detailed surf and weather charts on the wall of his office.
“My office — man, you wouldn’t believe the calls that my poor old nurse would get,”
Ball said. “‘Hey, how’s it humpin’ today?’ They wanted the surf report!”
About ten years ago Ball bécame interested in making detailed wood carvings of birds
from driftwood.
Once a friend brought over an oriole’s nest as a gift for Ball.
Ball decided to have some fun with the nest, so he carved a highly detailed oriole.and
placed it in the nest which he then hung from a tree in his backyard.
He called his friend and told him to rush over.
“Well, he looked at the thing through the binoculars for quite some time,” Ball said.

“Finally, he looks at me. “Doc,’ he said, ‘it doesn’t look like it’s moving.’ ”

such as posters, maps and newspaper clippings.
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The project is working to raise about $2,000 to buy baseball equipment to take down

to Nicaragua, she said.
She said Campoapa has a baseball “stadium” that serves as a pasture in its off-season.
Another project goal aimed at increasing cultural awareness is sending an English
teacher to Camoapa. Browning said the only native that speaks English in the village is
a Catholic priest.
She said the project plans to take down 40 English textbooks and other teaching aids
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Registration Deadline:

Friday, October 13
At the Testing Center
237 Nelson Hall West
Students eligible after completion of:
1. 60 semester units (junior standing).
2. English 100 or equivalent

This is a
Graduation Requirement
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FIRST MONTH FREE ¢ REDUCED RATES * STUDENT DISCOUNT
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Mini Storage

Various Sizes of mini storages and garages
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A

* New Location*
Stop in at

843 10th St., Between H & I Streets
in the Seely Titlow Bldg., Arcata

or
all your travel needs
for
- Call Us At 822-1787

High Security * Inside Units with Sign-in Security
(145 GSt.

* Suite B ¢ Arcata * 822-4048

Serving Area Travelers since 1973

TTHAS PIT ZIPS, STORM FLAPS
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Waterproof, breathable outer fabric.

Adjustable cuff with velcro fastener.

NORTHERN

2 inside zipper pockets.
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HSU gets green light for CSU Summer Arts *90
take 120r 13 hoursa. day and devote it to a single subject,”
~ Rothrock said.
CSU Summer Arts might eventually have a permanent

a She Hammonds

Staff witer

The California State University SumArts
mer
festival
is returning to HSU in 1990 for the Hurd consecutive
year,
The program, going intoits fifth: season, offers courses
that students couldn’t take during the regular academic
year.
“This is a kind of instructional experience, artistic
and creative, that is not available to them at their home
campus,” said Richard Rothrock, HSU’s Summer Arts
coordinator.
Courses offered include theater, film and video, music,

dance, sculpture, drawing, painting, photography, poetry
and computer design.
Intense daily schedules are a benefit of the festival.
\ During a regular academic program, students “can’t

site.

‘A location near Point Reyes in Marin County has
tentatively been selected, but until a facility is ready for
‘use, alternate sites will have to be used.
_ HSU has been a favored site for the program for several
Besides the natural beauty of the area, the fact that there
isnota lot of other activity on campus during the summer
means that there are many available facilities.
“The main thing has been the atmosphere the people
create who work here,” Rothrock said. Everyone has been

university. Not only is the name of the university
becoming more familiar to others, but already-existing
art programs at HSU are receiving recognition for their
quality, Rothrock said.
Summer Arts also benefits the local community.
There are many recitals and other productions throughout
the session which are open to the public.
“It brings action to the community,” Victor Green,

Arcata mayor, said. It also provides a “diversity in
culture.”
The influx of students during the summer is noticed
by downtown merchants.
“Tt is a real boost for the economy. The number of
people drawn to the area by Summer Arts is tremendous

very cooperative, from housing
and food services to payrolls

for Arcata,” Green said.

and purchasing to the custodians. This kind of support
makes such a complicated program work,” Rothrock said.
HSU’ s association with Summer Arts is beneficial to the

Green would like to see the program grow and hopes
to see as much community involvement as possible in
future Summer Arts activities.

Currents
Canoe
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carving

Native American artist teaches
by Tom Angel
Staff writer

An age-old Native American craft will
be passed on to six HSU students this
semester.
The students will help build two Yurok
ceremonial canoes with George Blake, an
artist of Yurok and Hupa Indian ancestry.
This type of canoe is used in the biennial
Hupa boat dance ceremony.
The project is part of HSU’s artists-inresidence program.

The program’s money comes from the
Multi-Cultural Heritage program, which is
funded by the state lottery.
The canoe project is “one of a series of
programs trying to incorporate Native
American art into the department,” Mark
Johnson, assistant professor of art, said.
The Hupa Indians traded for the canoes
with the Yurok tribe, Blake said in a phone
interview from the town of Hoopa.
He said the necessary redwood trees are
scarce around the Hupa reservation.
Two logs were donated for the project by

Redwood National Park.
The trees were removed

y

for a road-

widening project.
Blake, a 1978 U.C. Davis graduate in
Native American Art, said the canoes play
an integral part in the boat-dance ceremony.
He said celebrants dance in the canoes
while floating on the Trinity River.
The ceremony celebrates the renewing of
the world.
Blake said the spiritual part of the canoe
involves carving human features on it. “
The boat has eyes, the holes where the
bumper apparatus is laced on,” he said.
“Tt has a heart, the center picce on the
canoe.
“The width in the center is considered the
belly. The kidneys are the braces that you

traditional Yurok craft

brace yourself on when you paddle. And it
has lungs, which is the carved indentations
on the front end.
“The canoe is thought of as a being, with
a spirit of its own,” he said.
Another part of Blake’s education
included studying with the late Haynes
Moore, one of the last canoe builders on the
North Coast.
Moore, then a neighbor of Blake’s,
showed
him
how
to carve
the
representational
ornaments
which

characterize the Yurok canoe. Blake now
owns Moore’s carving tools.
Blake will now pass his knowledge on to
the six HSU students.
“My concern is that the canoes are built

right. With the modem technology, anybody
could make a canoe if they had one to copy

off of.
I’ve seen some of the canoes being made
today, and they’re justnotaccurate. I pattern
my canoes after Haynes Moore’s canoes

and drawings I’ve seen at U.C. Davis and
U.C. Berkeley,” Blake said.
The traditional method of Yurok canoe
building calls for the log to be hollowed out
with fire, but this process takes three years

from fallen log to finished canoe.
Blake said modern tools will allow him
to finish two canoes within the time
limitations.
He will use chain saws to cut the logs
down to a workable size.

“Maybe somebody else would enjoy
going out to fill a tree with fire and see if
they

can

recover

some

of

the

knowledge.That’s commendable, but
doesn’t excite me at all. I wouldn’t even
consider it,” he said.
Besides canoe making, Blake’s time is

taken up with other artistic endeavors such
as working with ceramics, painting, making

arrowheads and sinew-back bows.
Blake was nominated last year for the

Bran

?ado

Hupa artist George Blake uses a chainsaw to remove bark and make initial
carving of a Yurok canoe for the biennial Hupa boat dance ceremony.
Forestry sophomore Nolan Colgrove looks on.
National Heritage Award for his work with building helps him understand his heritage.
George Blake will work on the canoes on
deerskin canoes.
In 1991 Blake will have an art show at Wednesdays at the Native American Career
Education in Natural Resources, McMahan
the Brooklyn Museum.
Each student involved with the project is

either a Yurok or Hupa Indian. Clarence
Hostler, forestry freshman, said canoe

House 80.
Blake will keep one canoe; the other will
stay with the art department.
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Award-winning wine made
Local couple’s efficiency

in Arcata

puts ‘crush’ on new season
White Zinfandel, Cabernet, Red Zinfandel
and
Pinot Noir.
Staff writer
Grapes from the Napa and Sonoma
valleys are trucked in by the Hodgsons to
A wine-lover’s treasure lies hidden in the
their
winery and taken downstairs to be
forested land north of HSU.
processed.
The Fieldbrook Valley Winery is owned
Judy Hodgson, interviewed at the winery,
and operated by Bob and Judy Hodgson.
said
that “as soon as the grapes come in, we
Bob Hodgson, an oceanography professor
get
right
on top of it.
at HSU, and his wife, a former managing
“It’s a very complicated process all the
editor at The Union newspaper in Arcata,
way
through,” she said.
have been making wine for 20 years.
Hodgson
said that their winery only makes
The Hodgsons started making wine in
premium wines.
their garage and now own a self-contained
“Most of the wines that come from the
winery.
Central Valley are not premium wines.
The Fieldbrook Valley Winery, 4241
Much of the Central Valley is for the bulkFieldbrook Rd. in Arcata, has been
wines, the cheaper wines.” she said.
producing wine since 1976.
Companies like Glen-Ellen of Sonoma
The winery’s new home, since 1981, isa
can tum such a high profit because they
majestic redwood building with open-air
windows, a front sunroom, a variety of produce massive quantities of affordable
wine from cheaper grapes, Judy Hodgson
outdoor decks and a man-made pond.
said.
The winery is fully accessible to the
“We go directly to the prime vineyards,”
handicapped, with standardized ramps and
handrails.
she said.
This year’s crush (the total amount of
Judy Hodgson said they usually try to get
grapes processed in a season) will be in the
to the vineyards early because “the first
grapes are the best.”
18-20 ton range, which will produce about
1,000 cases of wine.
This year was an example of why the
Seven varieties of wine are made at Hodgsons get there ahead of time.
Fieldbrook. These include: Dry Chenin
Perfect conditions were heralding the
Blanc, Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay,
arrival of a possible vintage crop in the
by Troy Heie

]
Brad Job

Mexican Food
Now serving hearty soups
Sierra Nevada Ale, Anchor Steam & Becks on tap
Tuesdays (6-9 p.m.)
Jeff Landin—Dinner Music

Thursday, Oct. 12 (9 p.m.)
Niel Gladstone Show
Original novelty music
Saturday, Oct. 21 (9 p.m.)
Swingshift

Beer And Wine « Food For Here Or To Go

854 Ninth Street, Arcata ° 822-344]

Bob and Judy Hodgson, owners of the Fieldbrook Valley Winery, use their
expert palates to sample the fruits of their labor.
Napa and Sonoma valleys when unseasonal
watching the weather with a careful eye, as
rain and the following lack of heat caused
the fate of the 1989 crop of zinfandel,
major problems for grape growers this chardonnay and sauvignon blanc depends
summer.
on warm weather for the rest of the week.”
A September article in The San Francisco
The warm weather came, but not enough
Chronicle stated, “Grape growers in
California’s Napa and Sonoma valleys are
Please see Wine next page
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Wine
eContinued from previous page
of the 80-to-90-degree heat that the crops

need
to produce good harvests,
and many of
the grapes split.
Splitting causes the grape to lose a good
deal of its potential and eventually leads to
rotting. Because the Hodgsons made it to
the growers ahead of time, they were
rewarded.
“One hundred things can go wrong. Some
years are perfect, some years wineries get
rich, others they don’t know how they’re
going to pay their bills,” she said.
The Hodgsons pay actual top-dollar for
their grapes and do so because their winery
is very small in comparison to others in
California.
Last year, for example, Sebastiani
Wineries of Sonoma produced 4.5 million
cases of wine, Doug Davis, vice-president
executive wine-master of Sebastiani, said
in a telephone interview.
Even though that seems like a lot, it’s not
in comparison to other wineries such as
Gallo of Modesto, he said.
“Gallo ships that much in two
weeks. When you’re looking at Gallo, we’re
small,” Davis said.
During the rain spell, Sebastiani was
“damn nervous” and most wineries in
California “were prepared to compromise
their standards,” he said.
He said that this year’s batch of wine is
“50 percent completed.”
Fieldbrook has won numerous awards at

‘The winery will make it
because of the unique
things about it.’
Judy Hodgson

ARE YOU A HEALTH EDUCATION AND
PROFESSIONAL STUDIES STUDENT?

wine maker

various state fairs in past years.
The winery won medals three times in
three competitions at the California State
Fair in Sacramento last year, taking home
three bronze medals.
Wines

from

the

Fieldbrook

Valley

Winery cost between $6.25 for its 1988
Chenin Blanc and $10.50 for its 1985
Cabemet Sauvignon.
Cases of wine can be bought at a 10

percent discount, 15 percent for two cases
or more.
The winery is about to release its 1985
Cabemet and its 1988 Chenin Blanc.
As far as the future is concerned, Judy
Hodgson said, “The winery will make it
because of the unique things about it.”
“‘We’ve been well-received and we don’t
produce a cheap wine. This is a personal
operation and we’ll stay in Humboldt
County because when we leave, we lose
what’s unique,” she said.
Tours of the winery are available upon
request. For information call 839-4140.

DO YOU WANT A VOICE INTO ASSOCIATED
STUDENT POLITICS?
DO YOU WANT TO BE A VOTING MEMBER OF
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS?
DO YOU WANT TO REPRESENT THE COLLEGE OF
HEALTH EDUCATIONAL AND PROFESSIONA
STUDIES?
:
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e Sierra Nevada on tap
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Poetry

Two distinguished writers speak at HSU;
recently r ned

by Hassanah Nelson

‘The question is how much
ofour attitudes from biblical
times still haunt us.’

The Visiting Writers Series is sponsored
by the English departmentand Guest Artists

and Artists in Residency lottery funds. The
series is offered free to students, faculty and
community members.

“Everything is videotaped, so it’s in the
archives and available through the university
media center,” Judith Minty, English
professor and coordinator of the series for
almost eight years, said.
Minty said the department was lucky to
get Metzger and Wakoski, who are both on
book tours.
Both authors were strongly influenced
by Anais Nin, a writer who is best known
for her diaries and novels and who was part

Europe.

“‘Wakoski has built her whole dream
mythology around the creation of a new
self,” Minty said.

Deena

Her first book, “Coins and Coffins, was
published in 1962. She has written one

Metzger

critical work,

poet

a New

Poetry,”

Fellowship, a National Endowment for the
of a literary circle in Paris that included
Henry Miller and Lawrence Durrell.
Metzger’s novel, officially released two
days ago, is set in Israel on ancient holy

ground and isastory about sexuality, danger
and the struggle of amodern woman against
the traditional dictates of her religion and
gender.

“It’s like a contemporary ‘Romeo and
Juliet,’ but it’s not about two families, but
about two tribes. It takes place in biblical
times as well as contemporary times. The
question is how much of our attitudes from
biblical times still haunt us.
“From my point of view, we’ve got to
change the story because not only tribes are
being destroyed, families are being

~

destroyed,”
telephone

Metzger
interview

said
from

Arts Fellowship and a writer’s Fulbright to
Yugoslavia.
Bom in California, Wakoski has taught
at universities on the East and West coasts,
as well as Hawaii and Alaska.

in a recent
her home

in

doctorate

in

Topanga Canyon.
Metzger,

who

holds

a

education, is apoet, playwrightand essayist.
For 25 years, she has been a psychotherapist
and healer in private practice.

A residentof Michigan since 1976, she is

a writer in residence at Michigan State
University, where she was recently honored
with a Distinguished Faculty Award. This
year she also received a Michigan Council
for the Arts Creative Artists Grant and a
Distinguished Career Award in Literature
by the Arts Foundation of Michigan.
Participants in the Visiting Writers Series
have included Pulitzer Prize winner Carolyn
Kizer, a California poet who gave a reading
at HSU two years ago.
“When Etheridge Knight, one of the
leading blacks in the oral tradition in the
United States, was here two years ago, we

Metzger has lectured and presented
workshops on a variety of topics, including

the creative process, theater, political art,
deepecology, spirituality, cancer, women’s

culture, censorship, Latin America, world
peace and disarmament.
In 1986 she conducted a workshop at
HSU, co-sponsored by the English and
psychology departments, called “In Search
of a Healing Vision: Awakening the
Language of the Soul.”
Metzger was a faculty member of the
California Institute of the Arts, Los Angeles
Valley College and the Feminist Studio
Workshop.

worked in coordination with San Jose State.

We’ve had some wonderful people in the
series and I certainly hope it continues,”
Minty said.

As a dramatist, she co-wrote and coproduced with Ariel Dorfman, a Chilean
playwright, an hour-long documentary film,

Lumberjack Days
Specials
f

“Toward

which was published by the University of
Michigan Press in 1979.
Inaddition to the William Carlos Williams
Prize, Wakoski has received aGuggenheim

was recently released, will conduct an
informal discussion of poetry this Monday
from 2 to 3 p.m. and read from her works at

8:30 p.m. in Goodwin Forum.

poetry, as well as three works of prose:
“Skin: Shadows Silence,” “The Woman
Who Slept With Men to Take the War Out
of Them,” and “Tree.”
Wakoski is the author of 39 books of
poetry and has been published in magazines
and anthologies in the United States and

“

Staff writer
The Visiting Writers Series, offered by
the English department for almost 10 years,
will open this season with Deena Metzger,
poetand writer, and Diane Wakoski, winner
of this year’s William Carlos Williams Prize
from the Poetry Society of America.
Metzger will read from her new novel,
“What Dina Thought,” tonight at 8:15 in
the Goodwin Forum of Nelson Hall East
and will also participate in an informal,
public discussion of her work from 2 to 3
p.m. in Goodwin Forum today.
Wakoski, whose book of poems,
“Emerald Ice: Selected Poems 1962-1987,”

books to be discussed

Beck’s

Hamms

Moosehead
St. Pauli Girl

Oly

Minty is a publishing poet and fiction
writer, teaches both fiction and poetry
writing and a course in women’s studies
and English, “Women in Literature.”

“Chile: With Poems and Guns.”
She is the author of three collections of

Meisterorau

$4°°/6 pack
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Rock ’n’ roll movies should not be
rated

just on merits of

by P.J. Johnston
Staff writer

comedy

musicians

“Tommy” Nolist of rock musicals would
be complete without Ken Russell’s 1975
film version of Pete Townsend’s famous
rock opera. “Tommy” contains so many
classic scenes of musical and visual
psychedelia, and the brilliant songs of the
Who, that it is a must-see for movie buffs
and rock ’n’ rollers.
Who could forget Tina Turner as the

(which, of course, is hilarious).

What makes this film so special is its

understanding of, and love for, American
blues music and culture.
The Blues Brothers band itself is
magnificent, taking classic blues tunes and
recharging them with the power of fresh,
virtuoso blues musicians.
“Woodstock” In terms of evoking thé
style and feel of a mass historical event,
Balls of Fire,” about piano-stomping Jerry
Michael Wadleigh’s “Woodstock” may be
Lee Lewis (and his bible-thumping cousin, : the best documentary ever made in America.
Jimmy Swaggert).
Ithas alotof music in it, photographed in an
In other words, the rock ’n’ roll movie,
incredible intimacy with the performers,
like any other mainstream film, draws from
but itis by no means merely a concert flick.
several well-established movie genres and
It’s a documentary about the highs and
therefore ought to be judged on its merits as lows of a society that formed itself at a farm
in upstate New York for three days in 1969,
a film, not just on the merits of the
performers.
before moving on.
Here are some great ones to look for:
This summer’s 20th anniversary of the
“The Blues Brothers” I don’t know if event drew a lot of discussion about
it’s everybody’s favorite musical comedy,
Woodstock, but its significance probably
but it’s mine. Roger Ebert called the film,
would have never manifested itself in the
directed by “Animal House”’s John Landis,
American psyche if the film had not been so
“the Sherman tank of musicals,” and indeed
beautiful, so complete, so moving and so
the whole movie is one big, destructive
utterly well-made.
drive punctuated by musical numbers of
Wadleigh’s crew covers the Woodstock
incredible power and emotion. Much can
nation completely, showing how the
be said about the comic genius of John
musicians sang to it and the Hog Farm fed
Belushi and Dan Ackroyd, whose characters
it and the Port-O-San man provided it with
— Joliet Jake and Elwood Blues — were
toilet facilities. Now that the Woodstock
born on the set of Saturday Night Live and
generation seems just as uptight as all the
went on to live brilliant, if brief, lives of other generations, it’s good to have this

With Lumberjack Days on the horizon,

many of you might wantto prime yourselves
for the weekend’s musical festivities by
tuning into.some good old rock ’n’ roll
flicks.
Surprisingly enough, the rock ’n’ roll
movie is a diverse genre which by no means
is limited to 90-minute extended music
videos.
There are, of course, standard concert
films which essentially provide a film
recording of an “ideal” performance by the
musical act, such as Jonathan Demme’s
“Stop Making Sense” featuring the Talking
Heads and Hal Ashby’s “Let’s Spend the
Night Together” featuring the Rolling
Stones, to name a couple of the best.
Sometimes the rock flick is a standardissue documentary laced with enough
concert footage to keep the toes tapping,
like Taylor Hackford’s “Hail! Hail! Rock
’n’ Roll!,” about rock legend Chuck Berry,
or George Nirenberg’s “Say Amen,
Somebody,” a wonderful film about gospel
music.
Then there’s the familiar musical
biography which paints a celluloid portrait
of some rock great, like Steve Rash’s “The
Buddy Holly Story,” for which Gary Busey
and such recent
earned an Oscar nomination
,
box-office draws as the Richie Valens ’

their own. But the success of “The Blues

Brothers”

tribute, “La Bamba,” and the campy “Great

pet

10:00
10:30

wv
11:30
Noon
12:30
1:00

SCHEDULE

OF
1:30

\

FRIDAY

OCTOBER

a documentary about a British rock band
touring on its last legs.
The group, Spinal Tap, does not really
exist, but the best thing about this film is
that it could.
“Spinal Tap” earns a place among the
bestrock documentaries because of its grasp

material and its uncanny ability to
that material laugh-out-loud funny,
somehow remaining true to it.
OCTOBER 8

Loggingtown Opens

10:00

Loggingtown Opens

Jack & Jill Pulp Toss#

11:00

Single Buck#
Water Balloon Toss**
Francis Vanek/Teddy Taylor
Jazz Ensemble
Lifesaver *”
Fire Brigade***
(behind Harry Griffith Hall)
New Games (to be announced,
for all ages)

12:30
1:00

Axe Throw#

Dry Land Birling#

Tobacco Spitting*

Daily Planet

2:00

‘Jack & Jill Bucking#

Football Game (Redwood Bowl)

2:30

Ticket Booth Closes

Hose Lay***

3:00

Loggingtown Officially Closes

( Sponsored by the Arcata Fire Dept.)

2:30

Root Beer Chug*

1:00

ee
HSU P. M. Big Jazz Band

3:30

Caber Toss#
Heartbeat

3:00
3:30

Folk-offs
Pie Eating*

;

i"

Water Fall Relay***

3:00

Bee ta Gy tue ans

4:00

Paid

for B y A.S.

AS. vs. Student Affairs
Administration tug-of-war

Sack Race***

tueeee eee

Balloon Relay***

4:30
:

ever made. The movie looks and feels like

Choker Set#

6

Noon

:

7

Music to be announced

2:00

*; EVENTS

has said that “Tommy” is the greatest work
of art the twentieth century has produced,
butit’sreally justa heaven-sent opportunity
for him to exercise his gift for going too far,
for creating cinematic circuses with kinky
sideshows.
“This IsSpinal Tap” Rob Reiner’s 1984
satire may be the funniest musical spoof

of the
make
while
SUNDAY

Singles events meeting
(at Town Hall)
Balloon Shaving***
Double Bucking#
Dizzy Izzy***
Food Relay***
Pizza Eating Contest*
Cigar Smoking*

11:00

Russell, the bad boy of British cinema,

movie around to show that, if only for one
weekend, that wasn’t always the case.

lies deeper than its surface
SATURDAY OCTOBER

1082

mito ber 6, [se8,

Acid Queen? Or Elton John as the Pinball

Wizard? Or Eric Clapton as the Preacher?
“Tommy” epitomizes Russell’s flair for
overkill—big,
brassy,
vulgar
overproduction that works because it never
stops for a breath or a second thought.

Beat Mongers

Deep Sea Diving***

Ne

Admission $1.00 for HSU & CR Students with

current student I. D. and $2.00 General for a

5:00

Egg Toss**

(between parking booth and lower

weekend full of entertainment, dancing, team and

6:00
7:30

Underground
Joint Chiefs

5:00

playing field)
Tone Talk

single events, food, drink and saloon for those
over 21.

9:30

Cadillac Cult

7:00

Calypso

11:30
12:00

Lumberjack Days Special Guest!

9:30

Ticket Booth Closes

Loggingtown Closes

Ticket Booth Closes

only. Tickets may be purchased from Logging-

12:00

Loggingtown Closes

town Ticket Booth.

to midnight (time may vary)
a

a

theiewtee diodiging. vents

j

intoxicated, safe rides available 8 p.m.

I
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GE

EE

ee

Ie

.

*

Indicates Singles Events

.
ee

Indicates Partner Events
Indicates Team Events

Team Meeting Thursday, October 5, 4:00 p.m. at the Club Office.
i

i aca

ee

ee eh a
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sess
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All concessions and activity booths accept tickets

11:30

PLEASE DON’T DRINK AND DRIVE!
For those

|

-

;

NO ALCOHOL
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KIND
INTO

LOGGINGTOWN

Sign-ups Still Avaible
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LUMBERJACK ENTERPRISES, INC.
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
BALANCE SHEET
June 30, 1989

Mfatino'’s Clu
Assets

presents

:

Current Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
On hand and in commercial

accounts
Savings accounts
Total Cash and Cash Equivalents

| Sierra Nevada Draft

$

120,282

$

23.722
149,004
602,938

Time certificates of deposit
Receivables:

o0¢ a glass

Accounts receivable
one year
Total receivables

Thursday, Oct. 5th 6 p.m.-midnight
50¢

50¢

ALSO:

50¢

50¢

oe

50¢

50¢

50¢

50¢

50¢

50¢

1 Playoff

y

50¢

88,340

Note receivable, amount due within

50¢

50¢

50¢

50¢

“Pe, ! Ln

Fixed Assets:

Inventories
Prepaid expenses
Total Current Assets

117,824

32.106
$ 1,014,362

Building improvements

$

Anchor Draft *1.°/glass

vehicles

379,089

Total

$

Less accumulated depreciation

F,.

Pea nuts
| 865 - 9th St.

&

314,704
$

168,976
12,147

Note receivable, amount due after one year
Noncurrent prepaid expenses

Total Assets
Liabilities:
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable

$

50,062
133,644

306,005

Advance payments
Total Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities

yo

Total Liabilities & Fund Balance

Further inquiry can be made by contacting the
Lumberjack Enterprises Accounting Office at 826-3451

Po p®

no one under 21 allowed

483,680

:

Accured liabilities

Ball-park Hot Dogs *1.°°
_ Chili Vou ‘1. a

104,591

Equipment, furniture, fixtures, and

Total fixed assets

| B? ” Mantle Steam *1.75/bottle ai

4.150
92,490

$

Arcata)

PALCO
THE PACIFIC LUMBER

COMPANY

TREES TODAY — TREES TOMORROW

Open

8 am - 10 pm 7 days a week

coe \

Prices good through Oct. 10

Providing
gy? for

GR

our

ek
t

\S5.*~

Ce

future
a

and
theirs.

Dedicated to the Maintenance
of

Jobs and the Environment

Father-son combo

Homecoming, Saturday,

powers HSU defense

2 p.m., Redwood Bowl

by Dennis Perez
Staff writer

vs. Menlo College
Record— 2-2
Record vs. Oaks— 0-2
Last meeting— Menlo won, 16-13 in
eLumberjack

update—

After 19 years of coaching, Mike Dolby now takes his
son on the road with him.
Head Coach Dolby has his youngest son, Mark Dolby,
playing defensive back and returning kickoffs and punts
for the Lumberjacks.
He said his son brings knowledge and experience to the

team.
Mark Dolby redshirted (practiced, but didn’t compete)

1987

last year after two seasons with the Oregon State Beavers.

Quaterback Rodney Dorsett had quite a day last Sunday in the

The 23-year-old senior business major said he leamed
much at OSU, but was not happy there.
“T think I wasn’t sure if I was ready to be away from
home,” Mark said.
“At first his mother and I tried to make him think it over,”
Mike Dolby said. “He had a commitment and that means a
lot in this family, but the move may have been good for

Lumberjacks’ 30-3 thrashing of St. Mary’s. Not only was Dorsett named NCAC offensive player of the
week, passing for128 yards and rushing for 118 yards, he is ranked seventh in the nation for Div. II
schools in total offense with 220 yards. Dorsett is also fifth on HSU’s all-time passing list for career
yardage (3,325). The leader is Fred Whitmire (3,640 from 1958-1960).

The defense has allowed only nine points in the last two games and 58 yards rushing. Scott Reagan had
two sacks and five tackles (one for a loss) last week.

eOak update—

him.”

Menlo is an Independent Div. III school with an enrollment of 650. Last week

After transferring, Mark Dolby sat outa year and worked
as a bartender in Eureka.
He didn’t start playing football until his junior year in
high school.

the team was idle but was crushed by Sonoma 42-6 the week before. On the season the team is 2-1 while
being outscored 62-32. The team averages 298 yards a game. Head coach Ray Solari has a career 94-706 record in 18 season as coach. The team was 7-2 last year.
eAirwaves—

begin at 1:45

“When I was getting recruited out of high school, I was
torn between going to Boise State where my brother (Mike)

The game will be broadcast live on KATA (1340 AM). Pregame coverage will

p.m

Please see Dolby page 26

sports
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Royere big gun in HSU arsenal
him (by coaches and the conference).

by Louis Lopez
Staff writer

HSU soccer coach Alan Exley said most
coaches are happy when their teams can
average a goal per game.

Senior striker Paul Royere has almost
averaged that by-himself.
Royere, whom Exley said is probably the
fastest player in the conference, has scored
seven goals in eight games. The only game
he didn’t score in was the first game of the
season against Sacramento State.
The senior accounting major has also
spread the scoring wealth by dishing out
four assists so far this season. His assist
numbers lead the league, and his total points,
18, top team leaders from the conference as
well.

“He tried to play to the expectation of
others, and that pressure took away from
his natural ability.”
This year, both coach and player feel his

play is more natural. Royere feels his success
is due to the fact that he’s not thinking about
his game; rather, he is reacting to it.

Exley said he is merely doing what he
does best, which is just playing soccer in a

something to happen.

relaxed manner.
“Paul used to hurry and try to make

Sonoma, where he waited for Matt (Godino)
to get to the attacking zone, and he laid the

things happen before,” Exley said. “Now
he’s able to wait for the rest of the team to

ball across the field for the easy goal.”
Royere has played soccer since childhood,

catch up so they can make a play. Paul’s a

with his abilities drawing notice from many

“A

good example

lot more composed this year. He waits for

of this is against

Please see Royere

page 26

“Paul is dangerous,” Exley said. “Paul

combines overall speed with great ballhandling ability. That is arare combination

in a soccer player.”

ee

His style of play in his final year of HSU
soccer has improved dramatically since last
season, according to his coach.
Asa junior, Royere was said to be forcing
a lot of his play and trying to live up to the
accolades that were sent his way. In effect,
he had an erratic year, opening the door for
freshman teammate Kevin Weise, who
received all the conference notice.
to the program asa sophomore
“Paul came
and had shown enough talent and ability to
be named captain,” Exley said. “After a
good year, alot of expectations were put on

Pe

oo

vee

Tt

7 Nera Bik

Soccerjack co-captains Paul Royere (left) and Matt Godin Oo work out during practice last week. Royere is fourth

In scoring In the Northern California /

letic Conference.
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Northern Cali

Women’s

Football

1

0

Hayward

0

.000

Pct.
.750
.750
.500
333
.500

3

.000

PF
79
40
62
120
#678

PA
107
107
92
84
73

Chico
Sonoma

UC Davis
HSU
SF State
Notre Dame

Hayward

HSU vs. Menlo College, 2 p.m.

HSU beat St. Mary’s 30-3
Chico—

Stanislaus

This week’s games

Last week's games

UC Davis vs. Hayward

UC Davis beat SF State 3514

SF State vs. St. Mary’s
Sonoma vs. Santa Barbara

Hayward lost to Sonoma 38-10

11
12
13

.667

.750
.688

3

~=—«.786
313
.143
.133

Last night’s scores
Hayward beat Stanislaus 3-0
SF State beat Notre Dame 3-0

Chico vs. So. Connecticut

Bye

4
3
3
1
1
0

L
6
4
3

Ww
5

Team

93

40

4

OO

Team
UC Davis
Sonoma
HSU
Chico
SF State

Conference

L
1
1
2
3
2

ANhWmH

Overall
Ww
3
3
Z
1
2

Conference
L Pet.
w
0 1.000
1
0 1.000
1
0 .000
0
0 .000
0
1 .000
0

Volleyball

Last week’s

games

HSU beat Notre Dame 3-0, beat Stanislaus 3-0
Chico beat Hayward 3-0, beat SF State 3-0
UC Davis beat Notre Dame 3-0, beat Hayward 3-0, beat SF State 3-2
Hayward lost to UC Davis 3-0, lost to Chico 3-0

len’s cross country —The team climbed to si

Notre Dame lost to UC Davis 3-0, lost to Sonoma 3-0, lost to HSU 3-0
SF State lost to UC Davis 3-2, lost to Chico 3-0
Sonoma beat Notre Dame 3-0, beat Stanislaus 3-0
Stanislaus lost to Sonoma 3-0, lost to HSU 3-0

hind Edinboro South Dakota, Cal

a Notes
Volleeybball

This week’s games
Today
UC Davis vs. Sonoma
Hayward vs. Notre Dame

and on Oct. 14 the team
according to Wells.
Women’s cross country —The team is ranked:
fifthi in the region and second in the conference. In the western region} HSUranks behind

Thursday

Wi
to
There have been changes in the schedule. The team will travel
nal. On |
Invitation
Eugene
the
of
cancellation
the
to
due
weekend and have a bye Oct. 14

Friday
HSU at UC Davis,7:30 p.m.

The two teams are second and third
respectively iinleague.
: “It's going to be the first time this year

Nene Danse ye
Saturday

back-to-back against tough opposing
teams,” said Collen. “We'll have lo. be
mentally tough.”

SF State vs. Stanislaus

|
Cal Poly SLO, UC Davis, CSU Northridge, and CSU LA. es

Oct, 21 the team will travel to the Hayward Invitational, a

page

before th

:

championships atSF State.
weekend the team finished fifth in the Augie Invitational at Davie Finishers
were Shawn Adams (25th in 19:02), Alchera Clemeshaw (34th in 19: 26), Georgia

Daniels (39th in 19:32), Kelly Berg 41st iin 19:33), Melanie Toler (54th in Le ee :

He

Johanna Williams cme in 20: das andcay Pery aim in 21:a

: The women’ s volleyball team will face
_ stiff competition on the road when it faces
UC Davis Saturday and Sonoma Sunday.

a

~

we have to play two real solid matches

HSU at Sonoma! p.m.
resno
1ourne'
y
SF ayw Statear MEnG

‘This is the best start for HSU since
1973. The team has had a tough time with

sh Sa

Hare bap

UC Davis in the past, winning only one
game in 28 tries. Sonoma has a 13-11
series edge over HSU.

Men’s Soccer
SS

Conference

on the plaza,
Arcata

Oct. 5

wORLD

FAMO

} aT

WLT
0
1
4
3-20)

Pts
8
7

HSU

310

6

10

4
5

8
18
S573.

3
Be

Notre Dame
Sonoma

NOTE:

10
Whe

1-40

Stanislaus

Thursday Night Special

5

Team
Hayward
Chico
SF State
UC Davis

Sports Bar

Overall
-

GS
14
15

0
0

0
3
50

2-16
=O
=O

0
4

j

GA
14
8

WL
4
5
8.22

T
0
1

Pet.
.556
800

GS
19
26

3

#O

.700

23

10

4
4
2859

0
2

.500~=
«286

21
9

20
15

7

18

1

6

O

143.

18

26

30
13

0
1

5
10

1
0

.000
4.091

7
9

48
30

Soccer standings are on a point system, with two for a win and one for a tie.

Last week’s games

HSU lost to Hayward on Saturday 3-1; beat Hayward on Sunday 3-0

7 p.m. to Midnight

Chico beat Notre Dame 13-0; beat Sonoma 2. 0
Davis beat Stanislaus 2-1; lost to SF State 2-1
Hayward beat Sonoma 3-1; beat HSU 3-1; lost to HSU 3-0
Notre Dame lost to Pacific Christian 2-1; lost to Chico 13-0, lost to Stanislaus 8-0
SF Statebeat UC Davis 2-1; lost to St. Mary’s 2-0
Sonoma lost to Hayward 3-1; lost to Chico 2-0
Stanislaus lost to UC Davis 2-1; beat Notre Dame 8-0

Myer’s Rum
Shark bite
» night

Games this week
Today

HSU vs. Simpson, 3 p.m.
Chico at SF State
UC Davis at Sacramento

Hayward vs. Notre Dame

Friday
Notre Dame vs. Sonoma
Stanislaus at BYU
Soucis
aS a Chico, 1p.m
UC Davis at Hayw aa

oe

$1 .5°/drink

Sonoma at Seattle Pacific

Stanislaus at Metro-State

NS

No one under 21 allowed.

Sunday
HSU vs. Chico, Noon

Soccer

N otes

The HSU soccer team broke into the
Div. II top 20 for the first time ever last
week, being ranked 18th, and will have
their hands full as they face the 13thranked Chico team this weekend. Chico
has a 22-1-4 record against HSU.
We can’t dwell on the past,” said

head coach Alan Exley. “This is not a
typical Humboldt team, If we play our
game, we are capable of playing Chico
and beating them.”
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‘Hollingworth breathes
life into cross country
Wells also has confidence in the women’s

by Kenneth C. Cooper

team.

Staff writer
HSU’s cross country and track and field
team is trying a new avenue this year.
Laurie Hollingworth will lead the women’s
team as the new coach.
Previously, Dave Wells, the men’s cross
country and track & field coach, supervised
both teams.
“Across the country most programs have
separate coaches for the two teams, and
with both HSU teams growing, it was time
to find a coach for the women,” Wells said.
Hollingworth, a San Rafael native, was
chosen from 100 applicants nationwide.
“Laurie has good presence, she’s
articulate, knows the conference, knows
the North Coast and should be a strong
recruiter for HSU,” Wells said.
Hollingworth graduated from Sonoma
State in May with a bachelor of arts degree
in physical education.
At Sonoma State, Hollingworth was AllAmerican in cross country in 1987 and

:

“The thing that is going to help this team
come along is racing —racing every chance
they get. They’ll learn a little more each
week than they knew the week before. If
they can race enough between now and the
conference championships, I think they’ve
got a good chance to finish in the top two,”
Wells said.
Hollingworth hopes to receive a master’s
degree in physical education administration
from St. Mary’s College, located near San
Francisco, where she enrolled this summer
and will continue through the school’s
mailing program or through classes
at HSU.

OF BEERS,

BSoccer
Couch Potatoes 1/1
XUters 1/1

Bengay Martims 1/1

AVolleyball

Gashers w/w

BVolleyball
Rockin’ Redwood

the nation’s top Division II time of nine
minutes, 24 seconds for the 3,000-meter
run that year.
With such promising times, Hollingworth
set her goals high and planned to enter the

Cotta
Eggplants
Jame’s Team
Fly and Her Maggots
A.S.F.A.T.N.

1988 Olympic Trials.

Diggers
Laurie

Yolleyball
AA

Hollingworth

Fish Siblings
Moonstone Beach
Kim’s Team

A-League Basketball
Take-out Deli & Grocery
We. Make Cu

Ui

Totus coer

School Time

Mad River Hospital
Buckeye

6-foot and Under Basketball
Black Sox

R.A.C. ’em Up

Flag Football
Flab
Brew Crew

Monday Softball
Creeping Death
Tony’s Team #3
The Swank
Eric’s Team

LaCrosse

Let The Lumberjack

sell it.

Fuzzy Balls

Only $2 for 25 words.

‘Deadline: 4 p.m. Friday
before publication.
Forms available at
University Ticket Office,
Nelson Hall East.

KING

Working Warriors w/w
Brides Maids w/w
Company Store w/w

,and 5,000-meterruns in 1988 while holding

Hollingworth’s hopes
and chances ended
before the trials when her left hamstring
tore, leaving scar tissue over the sciata
nerve, damaging the nerve permanently.
Hertimes early in the year were promising
inthe 1,500 (4:20) and the 3,000 (9:24), and
she said there would have been enough
time to train before the trials to meet the
qualifying times of 4:17 and 9:12.
The team is improving because of a new
anaerobic training exercise introduced by
Hollingworth. Anaerobic training is an
activity in which the oxygen taken in is not
enough for the work being done.
“The girls’ strong points are strength and
conditioning with this last week being our
second week of anaerobic training. The
team missed this kind of training over the
summer months, so they will improve.
“The girls and I work well together, and
I love them, especially all the motivation
they have. I see them progressing, so it
keeps me involved and sound,” she said.
Hollingworth is proud of how the team
has placed so far. “We'll be tuming some
heads at the conference meet on Oct. 28,”
she said. “Since our runners are so bunched
together in ability, they are all close at the
finish,” said Hollingworth.

Budweiser.
Jesse’s Team 1/1
Ball Busters 1/1

qualified for Nationals in the 1,500-, 3,000-

Classy Finds

woeiser beer. We knew

sorenien costs se mach vo bree
re on fredaces

Kevin’s Team
Also avaiable on campus
and in select stores and
restaurants in Humboldt County

in the triathalon
Good Job to all the participants

For all you do, this Bud’s for You!
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Dolby
¢ Continued from page 23
was attending college and going to Oregon
State. I ended up going there,” he said.
“The reason I came here was, well, you
know, my dad was in the USFL (Oakland
Invaders) all throughout my high school
career and my three years at Oregon State,
and he never got to see me play,” he said.
“We never had a regular father-son
relationship as far as him going to see his
son play,” he said. “I saw the opportunity to

come down here and play for him.
“T just couldn’t tum it down.”
He said the competition level is not that
different here than in Division I.
“The teams here are not far off from the
competition level to the NCAA Division I,”
Mark Dolby said. “The biggest thing when
you get to a big school is the atmosphere.
The linemen are always bigger, but the
skilled positions are the same.

“As soon as the game gets started, then
there is no difference.”
According
to Mark Dolby, another major
difference between Division I and Division
II is the scholarship players.
“When you sign your scHolarship it’s
pretty much your career for five years.
They don’t put pressure on you like, well,
you’ re going to lose your scholarship if you
don’t perform.

the season, so! had the opportunity to work
on my leg in the off season.”
Exley feels that Royere’s ability to come
back from such
a serious injury isa testament
to the type of person he is.
The coach is impressed with his work
ethic; he said Royere is one of the hardest
workers on the field, and his attitude is a
prime example for other players to follow.
“The players respect his ability,” Exley
said. “Paul transferred from Los Medanos
Junior College (in the Bay Area town of
Pittsburg).
“He is the only player that has come into
the program and was named captain after
only six months in the program. Despite a

poor junior year, he still had the players’
respect.
“He’s a natural leader.”
“My feelings about Paul couldn’t be any
higher,” seniorco-captain Matt Godino said.
“He complements the team very well. When
I wasn’t out at practices or in games (due to
injury) this season, Paul took up the slack.
“He provides great leadership for the
team.”

Royere
e Continued from page 23
watchful eyes.

While playing youth soccer, he was
named to the state team. He also starred on
his high school team at Acalanes High in
Lafayette, Calif.
Despite breaking both fibula and tibia in
his lower right leg in separate game-related
accidents in the 1982-83 season, Royere
continued to excel at the sport.
“Tt wasn’t hard to come back (from the

injury),” Royere said. “I guess it was just
my youth that caused the ease of my return.
The injuries were really just accidents that
happened during a game. I got clobbered by
an opponent both times.
“Fortunately, it happened at the end of

Despite his talent, Royere says this will

be his last year of soccer. He said soccer
wasn’t the real reason he came tocollege in
the first place.
He enjoys the game and the success that
he is having, but he would rather fulfill his
career goals than try to extend his athletic
career.Even though this will be his final
year, Royere is not out to achieve personal
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a rush.”

He said he plays intensely and
aggressively because “winning is the
ultimate.”

ARCATAAAUTO
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it’s like these guys are paying my way
through school. You feel a commitment
to perform.”
Coach Dolby said his son is committed
to play for HSU.
“While Mark redshirted last year, he
practiced every day. This showed his
dedication,” Mike Dolby said.
Mike Dolby said sometimes coaches
have to explain why sons get to play over
other players, but not for him.
“Mark plays good and deserves to be
outthere,
and the players don’t have room
to question,” he said.
Mark Dolby said, “It’s tougher to be the
coach’s son. I think he needs to be harder
on me, because I am his son, in order for
my teammates to think there is no
favoritism.”
Mike Dolby is pleased with his son’s
performance and calls him one of the team
leaders.
“Some athletes lead by action and some
lead by word. Mark has a little of both
qualities,” he said. “Ifhe has something to
say, he will say it.”
Defensive Coordinator Ron Flowers
said “Mark is an impact player in the
secondary and the entire defense.
“He can play like a linebacker but also
has the speed to play coverage.”
Mark Dolby said he plays football
because “football is exciting. It gives me

we
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goals.
“T just want to end the season and my
career on a good note,” he said. “To do that,
I want to help the team win the conference
title. Personal awards are secondary in my
mind right now.

“If they did that no one will go,” Mark

Dolby said. “But, if you don’t perform,
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737 G Street
822-2911
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How
Do You Rind Answers When
Youre Not Even Sure Of The Questions?
“T feel like I'm going crazy. I always made good

grades...couldn’t wait to get to college. Now. that I’m here I don’t
know what I want to do or why. It’s my junior year and I still don’t
have a major. My professors bombard me with theories I have no
answers for. I don’t know what I believe anymore. Then, there’s

my girlfriend. We talk about tnarriage, but I’m not sure I even
know what real love is. ”

This young man isn’t alone in his confusion. Genuine purpose

and direction in life is something we all
need. Sometimes we fail to find it

because we fail to get at the heart of
things.
There are answers. There és purpose.
There is life. Come, let’s begin the
journey together.

pf

Arcata :
Assembly
of God

At TheHeartOf Things.

Sunday worship 11 a.m. « Sunday school 9:45 a.m.
5th & Est ¢ Arcata * 822-3070

Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
and

Saturday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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Copies
Betore
School

FORTUNA

EUREKA

When you have a deadline to
meet, depend on Kinko’s, the

“open early” copy center.

Lan
V2

kinko’s

Mushroom or Marinara (Meatless)
8

the copy center
1618 G St. Arcata 822-8712
416 K St. Eureka 445-3334
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Se Gibson guitar, 1933, acoustic, $e
$375
4
4, Yamaha classic guitar, $95
«
$450
pair,
Congas, Meinl,
. Conn tenor sax, great condition»
AY
$600
gf
Martin, 12-string, used, $750
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AIBINKESS

Organic

Violins, used, all prices

\ BOOKS e BOOKS * BOOK
All categories, styles

from Rock to Bach

Gras

Gallon

e RENTALS ¢ ACCESSORIES te

-% Wildwood

SAVE $1.34
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Music

Apple

Factory Promotion

SALE

Visit our produce section for
largest selection of pesticide free
apples in Humboldt County!

Chinese Shoes

Featuring: Shasta Valley, Spartain,
Red Delicious, Empire, Mutzu, Golden Delicious
also orgainically grown Gala’s from Washington
:

TA

CO-OP

Mon-Sat

EUREKA

9am-9pm/Sun

CO-OP
Mon-Sat

8111ST.

Sun

Rose

A

9am-8pm

3331ST ST.

10am-7pm

ARCA

EUREKA

10am-6pm
Lith

FORTUNA

CO-OP
Mon-Sat

9am-8pm

1468 MAIN
Sun

1Mam-7pm

y,

‘S$ _Over 10,000 titles in stock. “S$
to

Prices Effective
10/3/89 - 10/9/89
7 FULL DAYS

|

FORTUNA

@& ff Streets

* Arcata

OPEN SUNDAY

@m -

' me 522-4751 es
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Opinion
poes THE TERM

‘Jacks deserve our support
It may be too early in the season to
predict conference victory, but
Saturday’ s win is definitely
encouraging.

The

Lumberjacks

upset the heavily favored St. Mary’s
Gaels 30-3 in the Redwood Bowl.
Life is definitely looking up for
the HSU football program.
After all, St. Mary’s was
undefeated last year. The Gaels were
3-1 this year, beating Chico 26-16a
week before they arrivedhere.
After 4 games, the Lumberjacks’
defense is ranked no.1 inthe NCAC.
And it appears the offense is on
track. Senior quarterback Rodney
Dorsett was named NCAC player of
the week.
It’s about time.

“OLD GROWTH

After three full seasons atthe helm,
Coach Mike Dolby was a dismal 922-1. Rumor was that the former
Oakland Invader coach would be
packing his bags unless he produced
a winner this season.
If Dolby is going to win, he’s
going to do it with this squad.
Again, its early in the season. But
even in the two losses, HSU looked
strong.
And the losses came early in the
season, before the team jelled.
Next week’s opponentis the Menlo
College Oaks. The Lumberjacks
should win this contest. The team to
beat will be Davis.
We urge you to come out and
support the Jacks this season.

Drinking jeopardizes LJ Days

to LJ Days called
event very similar
Pioneer Days. But because of some
out-of-control behavior, the event
was permanently cancelled.
The same could happen to
Lumberjack Days unless all
participants keep things under
control.

sdietals
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HSU journalism

sore
a
OPINION
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Yvette DiCarlo, Peter Tira
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This is in regard to Alice Bray’s
commentary on the “globs of mucus
indiscriminately spit on...campus” that

appeared in the Sept. 20 edition of The
Lumberjack.
I, too, share her disgust at the macho
display of mucus expulsion
seen oncampus,
but I must share with her a revelation I had
today as I ascended the stairs from the Jolly
Giant Commons.
I found, to my surprise, that a number of
the greenish-yellow “globs” on the steps
turned out to be small dead banana slugs,
caught mid-trail when the rains dried up
and the sun came out.
Perhaps, just perhaps, halfof those “globs
of mucus” you have seen were really small
banana slugs who gave their lives to have a
walk in the rain.
R. F. Mayer
sophomore, biology

Some travel funds pro-

vided by Reader's Digest. Some art created
with |
Aldus FreeHand,
:
Advertising material publiahed i for informational -

“ Mike Harmon editor
ery Heckman: Devon Bell, | : e oes
Danziger, Brad ob, Greg Nesbitt
f

Student identifies
globs of mucus

ep

Fiji feature racially
insensitive
As interim Affirmative Action officer, I
have received
a complaint about the tone of

the recent article about a professor’s
experiences in Fiji. Taken together, some
eae were een todesecoe
tyra

,

a)

and racially biased.
The cited phrases include: “Of course,
the Melanesians...are only about three
generations away from cannibalism...not
inclined toward the hard manual labor the
British wanted of them...you don’t have to

work very hard to get by... The natives are
beginning to take notice of
affluent...neighbors and are
envious...this envy surfaced in
petty theft...the problem was

their more
becoming
the form of
simply the

product of being in a Third World nation:
‘Everybody’s
dirt poor’ ...andrelaxed, goodnatured people..tended to whisper...when
inclass because they did not feel comfortable
raising their voices to an authority
figure...the Indians tended to babble...”
This complaint suggests that we might
benefit from developing more sensitivity
about the ways in which we characterize
other cultures.
Kathleen Preston
Affirmative Action officer

‘Hitlerian’ theories
plague HSU
To clarify our conflict with HSU, our
beef is with Alistair McCrone and the
sociology department heads, not the student
body, other campus departments or anyone
else associated with the university.
The American Homeless Society was
making major strides on campus a few

_Dernyege eee ee

friends.If you live far away, arrange
to stay witha friendcloser tocampus.
Second, maintain control of
yourself and your actions. People
who drink can have fun, but drunks
cause trouble.
There is a real danger involved
here. Chico State used to have an

soP

To many, the term Lumberjack
with
is synonomous
Days
Lumberdrunk Daze.
There may be nothing wrong with
tying one on, but there are some
things to remember.
First, and most important, if you
drink, don’t drive. Being stopped
for drunken driving is embarassing;
'. getting convicted is serious; not
being stopped can be fatal.
There are several ways to get to
and from Lumberjack Days. Y.ES.
is offering its free service again.
With a little prior planning, rides
can be arranged with non-drinking
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from readers

semesters ago, but was set back by the
bigoted, incompetent and irresponsible
actions of these particular men.
We have seen positive steps taken by
your student newspaper, KHSU, certain
campus clubs, faculty and staff to help the
homeless, but nothing from McCrone or
these so-called sociologists.
They are indoctrinating and placing
sociology studentsin local agencies
to abuse
and neglect the homeless even further. Their
ivory tower views on homelessness are
based on these professors’ own ignorance,
biases and fears.
The department prefers to hide behind
obsolete forms of racism and bigotry. When
someone comes along to expose their
ineptitude and oppressive teachings, these
educators respond like imbeciles.
HSU is still my favorite alma mater, but
it is time for a change. These men should
either get in touch with reality or move on.
As for me, I am here to stay and hope to be
teaching at HSU again, soon.
Ruben Botello
American Homeless Society

Lumberjack

Stepp’s

attitude

a disservice to all
I was glad to see someone else was also
disturbedby HSUphysics Professor Richard
Stepp’s response to ethnic issues in
relationship to the sciences.
In light of the current position of America
in global markets and our standing in
educational achievement levels in the
multicultural forum, it appears the whitemale-dominated WASP method of teaching
is lacking. It doesn’t measure up in the long
run. Professor Stepp’s attitude is going to
do us all a disservice.
Multi-ethnic issues do not threaten the
standards of achievement; rather, they
address the methods of presentation. Having
a multi-ethnic education will not lower our
education; it will increase it and add to our
ability to function in today’s reality.
Margaret Baker

senior, CIS

Prof responds
to steroids article
In “Tough choices for athletes,” (Sept.
20) Louis Lopez does a good job describing
the dangersof taking steroids, but the article
leaves one with the impression that they
probably don’t work very well, if at all.
I would like to make two points in
disagreement: 1) steroids are not expensive
when obtained on the black market and 2)
they most certainly do work in sports where
quick strength is crucial (shot putting, high
jumping, sprinting, football, etc.).
I have never used them and do not
advocate their use by anyone ever. I am
writing this letter because sports medical
people in this country have been very slow
in realizing just how much advantage
steroids really do give.
If doctors tell an athlete these drugs are
dangerous and don’t work anyway — and
the athlete knows full well they do work —

then he or she is very likely to disbelieve
the
part about danger, too.
A recent study indicated perhaps onesixth of all U.S. high school male seniors
take steroids — hundreds of thousands of
people! This is a huge problem in both
health and fairness. Occasional testing
cannot cure the problem — the benefits in
strength last long after the drugs are gone
from the body.
Richard Stepp
professor, physical science
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Got an opinion?
Mad as hell and not going to take it

any more? Let the world know what’s
on your mind. Write to The Lumber-

jack. Letters are limited to 250 words

and must be signed. Include a phone
number and address, class standing
and major if applicable. Deliver letters to NHE 6, in the basement.

Days

Last year’s nightmare

off the cuff
by P.J. Johnston
I can’t believe it’s time for Lumberjack
Days again.
I’m still recovering from last year’s
festivities; the resaturation of alcohol and
other abusive substances in my bodily fluids
and organs may be too much for me.
In fact, an eerie feeling of dread — a
premonition, if you will — consumes me
every time I consider the fact that the
madness is about to start all over again.
to piece togethermy memories
I’ve begun
of last year’s event, a feat I’ve been trying
to accomplish ever since that dreaded
weekend, and all I can say is it was ugly.
Ican remember strolling over to the upper
playing field ona fine Friday afternoon, the
sun in the sky and a smile on my face,

accompanied by someone (just who it was
is a little hazy). The face in my memory
looks alittle like Martin Short, only female.
I remember thinking, “I'll just go check

it out.” After all, I had no I.D. I figured I'd

spend most of LJ Days the way I had the
previous year, drinking at Hey Juan’s.
And then it all started.
I'd just gotten through the line, under-21
wristband in place, when my friend Ruben
stumbled into me and spilt half his beer on
my neck and shoulder.
Ruben straightened, looked at me with
red barbwired eyes and slurred, “Sssshhit!”
spraying my face with a nasty combination
of beer and a drunk man’s saliva.
Ruben was very apologetic — too
apologetic, in fact, as drunks are inclined to
be.“‘I’m serry, I’m serry,” he kept saying,
which wasn’t making me feel much better
about having another man’s beer and spit
on my face, at an occasion where looking
cool seems to be of the utmost importance.
What I didn’t realize then is that looking
cool is only important to the non-drinkers,

the posers and the non-drinking posers.
Not only do the drinkers not try to look
cool, they reach for the lowest depths of
depravity, and he or she that most embodies
the spiritof gratuitous excess and decadence
achieves asort of sick, unspoken sainthood.
This was the sort of thing Ruben was
striving for and, in a moment of ill-fated
generosity, he ripped off his yellow 21and-over wristband and handed it to me.
Then he began screaming, “Anyone got
any tape! Or jes some sting! Sting’ll work!”
We were beginning to draw the attention
of some yellow-jacketed security-types,
when a very small person approached us

revisited

weekend

and said, “Jesus, hold it down! Here, man,
I’ve got some string.”
The little man wore a knit cap and looked
quite young, but he spoke ina deep, guttural
voice. At any rate, he had some string on
him, which I thought was a little weird but
nonetheless fortunate for me.
I tied on the yellow wristband and went
for a beer. I vaguely recall Ruben yelling,
“Pll be back, man. I’m serry. I'll back with
some bad-ass...” I couldn’t catch the last
part, but I figured Ruben was down for the
count and went on my way.

can’t say for sure, but I think I gave the

frogs a late night snack before we left.
I felt a little better after that, and the next
forty minutes are relatively clear. The last
band

had

finished

and

people

were

beginning to disperse when Carlton and I
returned to Loggingtown, looking for one
of Carl’s shoes.

Just then Ruben appeared from the
darkness and ran toward us. We didn’t
recognize him at first and prepared to
pummel him — but then we saw his eyes
and knew it was Ruben.

It must have been late when Carlton
found me — all I know is I’d been drinking

“Guys! Guys! I been looking for you!
Check these out,” he said, grabbing us by

beers for several hours, the sun was down

the jackets and pulling us into the darkness.

and my smile was gone. I think I looked a
little like Martin Short, only male.
He found me near the stage, swaying to
the techno-crap of the fabulous Bold Ones.
“Hey, man! Where you been? Here, you
better get in touch with Jose,” he said,
shoving a bottle of tequila in my face. As he

held the vicious Mexican elixir under my
nose, I remember
crawling up into
At that point I
retrospect, may

feeling my stomach slowly
my throat.
made a decision which, in
not have been in my best

interests. I figured, reasonably enough, that
if my stomach was crawling up my throat,

I'd better bat the damn thing down.
So I used the tequila to bat it down.
The next thing I remember, I was kneeling
over the frog pond in the science complex,
with Carlton holding me by my neck hair. I

He produced from his soiled windbreaker
a handful of crumbling cookie-like matter
which, in his hand, really didn’t look too
appetizing.
He somehow convinced us, however,
that we ought to partake in this strange stuff
and half an hour later — good night! it was
all over.
I don’t know what happened that night,
or the next two days for that matter, but I’m
sure it wasn’t pretty.
I woke up Monday morning ona bench in
front of Harry Griffith Hall as students
began scrambling to class and drivers

hastened to find parking places.
I was wearing a pair of khaki pants I’d
never seen before and a CrossY our-Heart
brassiere on the outside of my Lumberjack
Days tee-shirt.
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Don't be shy! Get the word out in the Calendar.
Bring weekly listings to The Lumberjack in the basement of
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NHE by noon Friday.

“WEDNESDAY Music

|

Workshops & Lectures
English Department Visiting Writers Series:
“What Dinah Thought,” Deena Metzger,

Writing Techniques” NHE 119, noon.

Women’s Volleyball: UC Davis, Davis, 7:30

HSU Marching Lumberjacks meeting:

p.m.

Goodwin Forum, NHE, 8:15 p.m., free. Also, open discussion w/
author, Goodwin forum, 2-3 p.m.
Sports
Soccer: HSU v. Simpson:College, Arcata, 3 p.m.

‘

6

Music

Music
Jambalaya: Sister Bitrill
Workshops & Meetings

Jambalaya: Humboldt Blues Society

Odds ‘n Ends
Gallery: Paper Sculpture by Lori Goodman, Art Building foyer.
HSU library: Ruth Mountaingrove’s drawings & paintings w/light.
Storefront Gallery: Lori Goodman & Ruth Mountaingrove sculpture
and photography, Arcata Plaza.
On this date: Feast day of St. Francis of Assisi, the patron
saint of animals.

5

Career Development Center: “Resume

Humboldt Brewery: Teddy Taylor
Jambalaya: Blue Stew
Sports

:
Workshops
;
Peace Corps: “Business of Hunger,” Hunger issues film, 28 min., 4
p.m.
Odds ’n ends
Entry Level Math & English Placement Test: Last day to register.
Gallery: Paper Sculpture by Lori Goodman, Art Building foyer.
HSU library: Ruth Mountaingrove’s drawings & paintings w/light.

Redwood Bowl, 4-6 p.m., Call 826-1875.
Odds ‘n ends
Gallery: Paper Sculpture by Lori Goodman, Art Building foyer.

HSU library: Ruth Mountaingrove’s drawings & paintings w/light.
Storefront Gallery: Lori Goodman & Ruth Mountaingrove sculpture
and photography, Arcata Plaza.

On this day: Kathryn D. Sullivan became the first American woman
to walk in space.

Storefront Gallery: Lori Goodman & Ruth Mountaingrove sculpture

Birthdays: Steve Miller,
musician, singer, 46.

and photography, Arcata Plaza.
Homecoming Banquet: Eureka Inn, 6:30 p.m., Eureka Inn,
$22.50. Call 826-3132.

Birthdays: Alvin Toffler, author, 61.

Lumberjacks Days: Games, Jazz music, food and drink, Events

Field, noon to midnight, $2.
Midnight Movies: “Hell Raiser,” Arcata Theater, midnight, $2.
On this day: Egyptian president and Nobel Peace Prize recipient,
Anwar el-Sadat was killed by assassins in Cairo, 1981.

Football:
Menlo,

HSU v.

—

¢

Music
Humboldt Brewery: Chameleon
Jambalaya: Cadillac Cult
Sports

Arcata, 2 p.m.

Soccer: HSU v. CSU Chico,

Teddy
Taylor

Arcata, 1 p.m.
Women’s Volleyball: Sonoma State, Rohnert Park, 7 p.m.

Odds 'n ends
Students for Choice:
“Silent Scream,” film &

Odds ‘n ends
Center Activities: Marble Mts. backpacking, advanced waterskiing,
beginning laser sailing, intro to kayaking

lanned Parenthood rebuttal,
Humboldt County Democratic

and rock climbing II. Call 826-3357.
Lumberjacks Days: Games, Rock music, food and drink, Events
Field, 10 a.m. to midnight, $2.

2nd Annual Oktoberfest: Crafts and food,
outdoor cafes serving international food,
children’s camival, wine
and beer tasting; yodeling, intemational music

5

,

and dancers at the Gazebo. Old Town Eureka.

10a.m.- Spm.

a Call 443-7916.
Midnight Movie: “Hell Raiser,” Arcata
Theater, midnight, $2.
y On this date: Albuergue, New Mexico hosts its
18th annual balloon fiesta, the largest balloon
event in the
world.

Birthdays: John Cougar Mellencamp, musician,

Central Committee Chairwoman, Cindy
Watter to speak, Founders 152, 8 p.m.

9

Meetings
HSU Marching Lumberjacks meeting:
Redwood Bowl, 4-6 p.m., Call 826-1875.
Odds ‘n ends

Gallery: Paper Sculp
by Lori
ture
Goodman,

On this date: Many Chinese observe this
day as the anniversary of the outbreak of

the revolution against
the imperial Manchu dynasty in 1911.
Birthdays: Martina Navratilova, tennis
player, 33.

Art Building foyer.
HSU library: Ruth Mountaingrove's drawings & paintings w/light.
Storefront Gallery: Lori Goodman & Ruth Mountaingrove sculpture
and photography, Arcata Plaza.
.

On this date: Columbus Day-Commemorates the landfall of
Columbus in the New World, Oct. 12, 1492.
Birthdays: Jackson Browne, singer, songwriter, 39.

singer, 38.

Movies
Wednesday through Saturday
Minor: “Uncle Buck,” John Candy, 7.
“Young Einstein,” Yahoo Serious, 9.
Mini Minor: “Ninotchka,” 7:10.
“Camille,” 9:10.

-

Music
Jambalaya: Jane Maxwell
Sports
Soccer: HSU v. CSU Chico, Arcata,

noon.

Odds 'n ends
Lumberjacks Days: Games, “Easy going” music, food and
drink, Events Field, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., $2.

On this date: National Newspaper Week—highlights
newspapers’ role in our daily lives.
Birthdays: Jesse Jackson, civil rights leader, politician, 48.

“Vincent” & “When Harry Met Sally,” 7:20 & 9:20.

Sunday through Tuesday

Minor: “When Harry Met Sally,” 7:20 & 9:20.
Mini Minor: “The Picture of Dorian Grey,” 7:10.
“Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde,” 9:15.
“Uncle Buck,” 7.

“Young Einstein,” 9.
Friday through Thursday
Arcata: “The Second Animation Celebration the Movie,” 7:45 & 9:45.
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FOR SALE

B.M.O.C. (That’s Big Money OffCampus) Cash For Books. 100% more
in Trade.
Is lt True You Can Buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S> Government? Get
the facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142
Ext. 7234. 9/27

Attention: Earnmoney reading books!

$32,000/year income potential. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885

Lonesome for your horse? Ride to the

riverorbeach. Paddocks $40 per month;
Stalls with turnouts $40, open pasture

$32.50. 3 mi.
Son.

20 FREE VIDEO MOVIES! with purchase of Movie Pac rental coupons.

Up to $60 value for only $10. Sunny
Brae Middle School 8th grade class is
selling coupons books that have 20
two-for-one coupons good for video
rentals at many local video stores.
Good thru March 31, 1990. It will help
the 8th grade raise money for the
spring class trip. To get your coupons in Arcata stop by Philips Camera Shop on the Plaza, Computers
Plus in Northtown, Pizza Factory at
12th and G or Sunny Brae Middle

School, 1430 Buttermilk Lane. In Eureka, stop by Pizza Hut on Harris
Street. 10/4
Why Wait?
Lose weight today!
Quickly, safely, easily. It's the diet
created by one of only 61 physicians
in the U.S. specializing in weight
control. ToppFast Diet Plan. Call
822-4488. 11/15

Ext. Bk18063. 10/18

Nof HSU. Stables of the

822-2190. 10/4

Room for lease. Wanted: quiet vegetarian/macrobiotic non-drinker/smoker to
share two-bedroom apartmentin Arcata.
Furnished, washer/dryer, clean, lots of
light. Walk to HSU and Plaza. Perfect
for quiet study and privacy. $275/mo.
826-1974 10/4
CenterArts needs poster distributors,
work-study preferred, ticket-trade arrangement available. Contact CenterArts, 826-4411 10/4

CRUISE
SHIP JOBS! Immediate Open-

‘ings! Seasonal & Career opportunities.
Excellent pay. World Travel! Call (Refundable ) 1-518-459-3535. 10/4
The “Tongue & Groove” will re-open
for LJ Days, Oct. 6-8, completely staffed
by your favorite (& only) marching band.

(The Marching Lumberjacks are funded
by A.S.) 10/4

Golf discs for sale. Stingray, Cobra,

You can help educate youth about

Hammer,

military recruitment and draft registration. We need your help. Meet.us on
Tuesdays at 7 p.m. House 91. 8265584. 10/4

Roc, XD, Aviar, and

Call Limetree.

822-4490

more.

10/4

Mountain Bikes. Race quality, top
name components, Chro-mo frame
$389.95. Call for details. Salty’s in
Trinidad. 677-3874 677-0657. 10/4

UNREAL DEAL: 7'4” trifin surfboard
and 5-3mm fullsuit. Both great shape
and both for $250. Jeffrey after 10
p.m. 826-0664. 10/4
Flea market 9am, Oct8. Antiques,
collectables, books, crystals, primitives, household items. 1005 11th
Street, Arcata. 10/4

18 Speed “High Sierra” Schwinn
mountain

bicycle.

$650.00 (Beasley's).
Excellent condition.

Original

price

Asking $350.
Call 822-3246.

“10/4
Complete Stereo System with speakers, CD player, duel cassette, etc.

$300 OBO. 826-1006. 10/4

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $1 at
LJ Days? No, but you can get a cool
drink for $1 at the “Tongue & Groove”
(75¢ happy hour!).
Must sell - moving. Men’s 10 speed
bicycle. Good condition, medium size.

#30 OBO.

Call 826-0250.

Office for rent:

300 sq. ft. office in

The HSU Women’s Center announces
the availability of a $1,000 allocation
from the Associated Students to fund
cultural/educational events open to the
entire campus community. Proposals
for such events must explain their purpose and value andinclude a request for
a specific amount of money with an
indication of howit will be spent. Proposals should be sent to Lynda Madrone,
Women’s Center Coordinator, House 55,
by October 16, 1989. 10/4
Looking for a fraternity, sorority or
student organization that would like to
make $500 - $1,000 for a one week oncampus marketing project.
Must be
organized and hardworking. Call Gina
or Myra at (800) 592-2121. 10/4

for special
Spooky stories wanted
EsHalloween publication.
campus
1000
of
humor
Halloween
or
poetry
says,
words or less. Deadline: Oct. 16.
"The Bones" Box 897, Arcata, 95521.

LOST

and

FOUND

“inf.
ane

|

PERSONALS
Jen, Nate & Stace: Thanks for the fun
weekend. | sure had agreattime. Let's
do it again! JD
Princess Paige - You take my breath
away and make my lungs collapse. Our
future’s brilliant, baby! Love you, Keith.
Hey Banda! What-a, A.H.? Are we
Lumberjacks?
Yeah!
Are
we...antlered? Yeah! Then what are
we doing here? We're pouring it at the
“Tongue & Groove” at LJ Days!
Dear JaZ, Happy Anna-versary Hon.
Just wanted to tell you how great you
are and how much fun I’ve been having. Thank you for sharing your life with
me. | love you lots. Your Vegetable
Salsa Man.
P.S.
Sorry about the
moderate PDA although anonymity has
been enforced. XO

Start the school year relaxed by
Therapeutic Massage, Reflexology,
Acupressure, Energy Balancing. Introductory special: 1st 3 sessions regular
price/4th session free. Call Aradhana
839-3101. 10/11
Free drop-in tutoring will be available
throughout Fall Semester in the following subject areas: MATH, CHEMIS-

TRY, CIS, PHYSICS, ENGLISH, ACCOUNTING AND NR 108. For more
info., come by the Tutorial Center, Hs.
72 or Call x4266. 12/6
Gay Men’s Rap Group meets Nelson
Hall East Rm. 119. Thursday 7 p.m.
Call 826-0661 for details. 10/18
We’ll pour one for you on Oct. 6-8 at
the “Tongue & Groove.” 10/4

Dear John, |’'m tired of your promises
of adventure. I’m leaving you for Center Activities. At least they always follow through with good times and excitement! Call Center Activities at 8263357 if youwantto joinme. Love, Jane.
Sensual, attractive, uninhibited and
experienced marching band looking
for several thirsty participants to get LJ
Dazed. Minors need not apply. Fora
good time call MLJ-DAZE.
HEY

GIRLS—

Dinner at my

house.

Lots of fun I’m sure. Vietnamese food

and vino Sounds good. So think what
you want no Duh.
Trees of Mystery Fan Club now forming. Buford T. Campbell, Pres. Bring
putter and supplies to Klamath for
Sink’m and Drink’m this weekend.
TERRI: You are my sun and |, your
moon. No wonder we never see each
other! How ' bout dinner by candlelight
at my place? Jerry

AES
Wanted: Partners for backgammon
and chouette. Call 445-3511. 10/11
Baseball cards wanted:
Cash for
large or small collections. Call Bob at
445-1314 after 4 p.m. 10/11
Wanted:

Mature, banded yellow-bel-

lied suds-suckers to join us
“Tongue & Groove,” Oct. 6-8.

LOST: Holly Yashi earring, between
Women's gym and Health Center.

Volunteers for Students for a Safe
Community. If there are no escorts,

Gall Heidi, 826-4965.

SGMass

Hi Kiddo; Pepita says hello and sends
you her love. have a good day! Love
and Kisses. Pumpkin.

LOST: Blue handball between library
and science B. Friday 9/29 approx 10
a.m. If found please call 826-0330.

-. Specially made."“geckotm.sa
d .,
sad!
:.an
Arcata... Alt.utilities. paid:
2 fo/M Os,
Ds $275/mo:.
Call’443-4474.
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OPPORTUNITIES @

/RENT

Lumberjack Classifieds
Only $2 for 25 words.
Deadline for submission is 4 p.m. Friday
Forms available at the University Ticket Offfice NHEast

there -will be no escort service!
eo

e.4
5 5%

“Debrah
of Daryl 826-4965. 10/4

Looking for
the right
stuff?
Find it in the
Lumberjack

at the

Call

Classy Finds

from $750 to $500.
Carlson said the total cost to put on
Lumberjack Dayscanrunas
highas $16,000
to $19,000. “Lumberjack Days is not a
cheap adventure. We have to make up the
rest of the money,” she said.
The difference is made up through
donations, admission fees, game fees and
T-shirt sales. A percentage of the money
each club brings in also helps cover costs.
Last year clubs grossed from $46 to
$11,002.
The booths do not handle cash; all
transactions are made with tickets. Tickets
_are sold for 10 cents, 25 cents, 50 cents and
$1.
Last year the event grossed a total of
$32,452 of which the committee got $3,168
and the clubs $30,214.
By far the biggest money raisers are the
two beer booths. Last year, before expenses,
the Crew club took in $9,882 and the
Marching Lumberjacks made $8 226, which
accounted for nearly 60 percent of all the
money made by the participating clubs.
With the Geography Society wine booth
included, booths serving alcohol accounted

for 63 percent of the total income for all
clubs; food booths were responsible for 25
percent and activity booths brought in 12
percent.
HSU Plant Operations wires the field
with cables, plug boxes, lights, stages, and
sound boards. The committee pays for this
work.

Plant Operations is the single most
expensive item at $5,500. Plant Operations
personnel cart the walls, floors and walk

COFFEEHOUSE~
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MAGS,

e Continued from front page

Mary’s in the final three quarters. The
defense is ranked first in the NCAC.
The Gaels’ starting quarterback, senior
Tim Rosenkranz, was out of commission
with a pulled groin muscle and they had to
go with freshman Kevin Lemmo.
But Dolby said the Gaels’ quarterback
ee
outcom
enc
in the
situation made no differ
of the game.
“I think last Saturday night St. Mary’s
would have been hard pressed to beat us
with anybody at quarterback,” Dolby said.
“We were not about to be denied. That’s the
way we played from the beginning of the
game to the end.”
Thecoach’s players share his confidence.
“We are the best defense in the
ior
safety Mark Dolby
conference,” senfree
said.
“If wecontinue to play the kindof defense
we have been playing, we may not even
have to have the kind of output we had out

is confident the Lumberjacks can cut down

the Oaks Saturday.
“The most important thing for us to do is
to not to focus on Menlo, but to focus on the
next game,” Dolby said.
A victory over Menlo, Dolby said, would
be “a great springboard to start in our
conference play.”
“TI think the chemistry and the feeling and
the attitude that is now prevailing amongst
of our offense in this game in order to win,”
our football team is something that is really
Dolby said.
to become contagious.”
going
“Dorsett was unstoppable
— he was just _

MID /TOWN STORAGE
CENTRAL

FENCED/LIGHTED
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839-1556

1649 SUTTER RD.
McKINLEYVILLE
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siege on higher education, cut its funding

ways out from storage to tum the Events
Area into Loggingtown. They also put in
temporary light poles to light the field.
“We work very closely with them to
make this all come together. They do a lot
of work for us,” Carlson said.
Lumberjack Days saves HSU’sclubs and
organizations from making fund raising the
main purpose of the club.
“It is a nice fund-raiser for us, but it is a
necessity for us to have other fund-raisers
simply because of the cost of our
equipment,” Hyland said.
Hyland said that Crew netted about a
quarter of the total, $9,882, after expenses
were paid.He said that the club’s overhead
will be smaller this year than in the past
because much of the standing expenses
have been taken care of. “The pieces are all
there. We pretty much have everything we
need to put it (the booth) up.”
Crew and the Marching Lumberjacks are
two of the larger organizations. Because of
HSU’s distance from places that these
groups compete and perform travel is a big
expense.
Gary Ogden
of the Marching
Lumberjacks said the group “invented” the
Lumberjack Days beer booth. The first year
the group had to get its own liquor license §
and no beer could be taken out of the beer
“garden.”
Today the booths are much smaller
because beer can be out of the booth with
the I.D. wrist bands and the university
obtains the liquor license This is to the
advantage of the other booths because
patrons are not limited to the gardens and
can participate in other activities such as
log rolling and pie eating.

Pe

e Continued from page 3

giving them fits, and I think he is the guy
who has the magic to continue to make that
happen.”
Dolby said the Jacks are starting tocome
together as a team.
“They are playing like veterans and they
are being very coachable,” Dolby said. “It’s
just the nature of their makeup and the
chemistry they have. We are really coming
together as a family.”
HSU plays Menlo College Saturday.
Menlo is a Division III school with 650
students, but HSU has never beaten Menlo.
When the two teams last met in 1987, the
Oaks beat HSU 16-13. Nevertheless, Dolby
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